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Moynihan resigns post because of lack of support
WASHINGTON
(AP)- Diniel
Moynihan resigned yesterday as the
VS. ambassador to the United
Nations, telling President Ford "it is
time to return to teaching."
In a letter of reply. Ford accepted
Moynihan"s resignation "with the
deepest regret and reluctance,"
declaring that the ambassador had
"asserted our position forcefully,
cogently and honestly" at the United
Nations.
Moynihan. repeatedly involved in
controversy since moving to the
United Nations last year, dated his
letter of resignation last Saturday and
said it was the last day of his leave

from teaching
University.

duties at

Harvard

"IT IS TIME to return to teaching,"
he wrote, "and such are the conditions
of my tenure that 1 return now or not
at all." Ford's letter formally
accepting the resignation was dated
yesterday.
There had been new reports that
Moynihan would resign following a
controversial cablegram he sent to
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and
all U.S. embassies complaining about
lack of support for his campaign to
break up an anti-American voting bloc
at the United Nations.

After the cablegram appeared in the
press last week White House Press
Secretary Ron Nessen said. "Pat is
supported by the. President, the
secretary of state and the top officials
of the State Department."
SECRETARY of State Henry
Kissinger said at the time there hail
been some state department criticism
of Moynihan's outspoken diplomacy,
but he dismissed them.
There were
reports in late
November that Moynihan would quit
the U.N. post, and he scheduled and
later canceled a news conference Nov.
21. telling reporters that "I am not
leaving right away."

He was then called to Washington
for a meeting with Ford and Kissinger,
which produced a White House
declaration of support.
Reports at the time indicated that
Moynihan felt Kissinger and others at
the State Department were not
backing his controversial positions at
the United Nations.
SHORTLY BEFORE that incident
Moynihan had been criticized by
British Ambassador Ivor Richard, who
likened Moynihan to Wyatt Earp
looking for shootouts in the O.K.
Corral.
U.S. officials denied reports that the

State Department itself had prompted
Richard to make the statement.
Moynihan is known to have been
acting on instructions when he
excoriated President Idi Atnin of
Uganda in October and when he
blasted proponents of a resolution
equating Zionism with racism.
But he acted on his own in linking
the Organization of African Unity to
an Amin diatribe, leading Kissinger to
comment that he would have
expressed himself "in a more
restrained manner."
There have been reports that
Moynihan would leave his post to run
for VS. Senator in New York, but

Moynihan denied this on Nov. 26,
saying that he "would consider it
dishonorable to leave this post and run
for any office."
HIS OUTSPOKENNESS continued,
with an attack on the Soviet Union in
December. Moynihan said that Russian
involvement in Angola shows an intent
to colonize Africa.
Moynihan has defended his use of
blunt language, saying, "We think the
United Nations matters and we want
to stay there. We think that the only
way to stay there is to stay there and
fight."

Ruling may invalidate Ohio laws

Federal election lows owoit changes
By The Associated Press
While Congressional leaders spoke
pessimistically yesterday about how
fast a new campaign finance law can
be enacted, presidential
primary
candidates face the prospect that
their federal funds will be cut off
March I.
The Federal Election Commisssion
agreed
yesterday
to
distribute
matching
campaign
funds
to
candidates as quickly as applications
can be checked this month.
But if Congress has not complied
with a Supreme Court invitation to
rewrite the law by Feb. 29, there

apparently will be no agency qualified
to pass out the money.
THE COURT ruled Friday that
the commission, overseer of federal
election
laws,
was
appointed
unconstitutionally. It permitted the
FEC to continue functioning for 30
days to allow Congress to act, but
ruled ihat if nothing is done by then,
the commission's powers would be
greatly curtailed.
Rep.
Wayne Hays (D-Ohio),
chairman of the committee which
oversees the commission, has said he
wants to abolish the commission with
whom he has been feuding over
regulations and investigations.
He said yesterday the law could be
amended to have the Comptroller

(ieneral distribute the presidential
campaign matching funds.
Asked if he still intends to abolish
the commission, he said, "The court
abolished it. It disembowelled it. I'm
not a surgeon - I can't put the bowels
together again."
In Columbus James Marsh, Ohio's
deputy secretary of state, said the
Supreme Court ruling may also
invalidate parts of Ohio's election
laws.
MARSH, said no formal legal
opinions will be issued until attorneys
can study the Supreme Court ruling.
But. he said, state restrictions on
campaign spending by candidates and
supporters appear doomed, based on
initial news reports of the decision.

"It appears it might very definitely
have an effect on Ohio's law," Marsh
said.
Ohio's campaign finance law limits
the amount a candidate and his
supporters can spend during a
campaign. The restrictions apply from
U. S. Senate races down to village
trustees.
Ohio law also stipulated that
expenditures of more than $25 must
be approved by the candidate and be
counted toward his spending limit.
Marsh said the secretary of state's
office hopes to obtain an unofficial
copy of the Supreme Court decision
late this week or early next week.
Lawyers will compare its rulings with
Ohio law.

Revisions proposed to meet writing skill decline
By Bob Bortel

After a long day of sitting still in University classrooms, this
student finds an unconventional way to add some excitement to
the trip home. (Newsphoto by Dan Fekht)

The decline in the writing skills of
incoming freshmen has brought
proposed changes for the introductory
writing courses at the University, said
Dr. Wallace Pretzer, coordinator of Ihc
general writing studies program.
Pretesting
by
the English
Department places a student in either
introductory writing (English 111),
varieties in writing (English 112) or
creative writing (English 113), Dr.
Pretzer said. Students placed in
English 111 are ■ also required to
complete English 112 or 113 to fulfill
University requirements.
"Problems are occurring in English
111 because the course is not meeting
the needs of certain students," he said.
Designed for students displaying
weakness in basic mechanics, English
111 was divided into A and B sections
in 1974 to meet better the student's
needs. But this system still is
inadequate. Dr. Pretzer said.
"A HIGH percentage of students in

English 111 \ will fail because they
cannot meet the present standards of
English 111." he said.
The rubric standards for 111
requires sludents to receive, on a scale
of one to seven, four in expression and
word choice and five in organization
and development, sentence structure
and mechanics and usage.
Proposed
changes
are
the
replacement of English lll-A with
English 110. a couse with a new rubric
standard which more adequately will
meet the changing needs of students,
Dr. Pretzer said.
He cited changing cultural habits,
new elementary and high school
curriculum, and different student
attitudes towards college as some of
the reasons responsible for the decline
in writing skills.
"People are becoming more visually
oriented and they rely more on
listening and speaking than reading
and writing," Dr. Pretzer said.
"Writing is not a natural process. It
must continually be practiced or a
person loses his adeptnets."

THERE IS a great amount of
writing in elementary and high
schools, but the formation of
mini-courses and electives in English
has resulted in a lack of attention to
mechanics, sentence structure and
organization, he said.
He added that he believes many
students no longer view college as their
only way to success, and that this
attitude is reflected in the overall
grades they receive.

students and their writing. Students
have to care about themselves and
their writing," Dr. Pretzer said. "If one
or both groups don't care then there
isn't much that can be done."
The
English
department
is
considering making writing an Inherent
part of every English course," he said,
adding that every department should
consider this in order to help expand
writing usage.

The problem of declining writing
skills could be cased by increased
usage of writing throughout the
University and the formation of a
University writing laboratory this
spring Dr. Pretzer said.
Instructors will send students to
laboratory workshops to gain more
individualized help as needed. These
are only superficial solutions tulhe
problem, Dr. Pretzer said. To gain
results, everyone must be concerned
with writing problems, he explained.
'Teachers have to care about

Weather
Partly cloudy today. High today
in the low to mid 20s. A chance
of snow tonight and tomorrow.
Low tonight in the teens. High
tomorrow in the upper 20a and
low 30s. Chance of snow 20 per
cent today and 40 per cent
tonight.

SGA presidential candidates discuss issues
By Rob Arkwright
Staff Reporter
The four candidates for Student
Government
Association
(SGA)
president said they plan to use the
office to increase communication
between students and the University
administration.
WiHilm Burris, junior (BA). said

Association
, Student
Assembly,
Interfratemity
Council
and
Panhellenic Council and report
proceedings back to SGA.
HE ADDED
needs should
resolved through
Burris said he
offices to make

that interest group
be combined and
SGA.
favors relocating SGA
SGA more accessible

excellence at the University.
He said he believes there is an air of
academic mediocrity at the University,
and added that if the instructional fee
is increased he wants to make sure the
money will be used for instructional
purposes and not "masqueraded" into
other departments.
Unless money that was denied SGA
last year by the Advisory Committee

Standards, a former member of
Conklin dorm council, participated in
an economic policy seminar at
American University and completed an
internship at the U.S. Treasury.
Daniel Cartledge, junior (A&S),said
the SGA president should act as a
"lobbyist for student ideas and
opinions", SGA should deal with more
issues that are important to students

one it has to be run more efficiently,"
he said. He said that SGA is not
coordinated as it should be and that is
part of the reason for student apathy
towards the organization.
Cartledge said that SGA currently
needs general fee money in order to
operate. He said that students are not
interested enough in SGA to make it
work through a student donation
funding plan.
CARTLEDGE is a service fraternity
member, member of the national
leadership honorary, and a former
SGA Elections and Opinions Board
and Academic Affairs Board member.

David Meermans, senior (Ed.), said
he will initiate an investigation of the
University Health Center and would
work to prevent the abolishment of
the center's ambulance service.
Meermans said he would work to
get a minimum wage reduction for
students working on campus. He said
that the recent 20 cent increase in
minimum wage has caused many
students'working hours to be cut. The
extra 20 cents per hour does not make
up for student money lost by the
cutback in hours, he added.
• To page thr**

Inside the News

William Burris
SGA officers need to have a more
dynamic, assertive and serious attitude
toward the organization than the
current SGA administration has.
"SGA has to inspire direct student
involvement," he said. Burris said he
favors assigning senators to attend
meetings of interest groups such as
' Black
Student
Union
the
Commuter Center, Residence Life

Daniel Cartledge
to the students. Students would be
more likely to become involved with
SGA or come to the organization with
their problems if the SGA offices were
located in the Union or the
Administration Bldg., he said.
Burris said he will fight the
proposed
$20 instructional fee
increase unless he can be assured that
it will result in an increase in academic

David Meermans
on General Fee Allocation (ACGFA) is
restored, SGA should seek a funding
alternative or a funding supplement,
Bu.ris said. He said he would favor a
negative check-off donation plan
whereby students would automatically
donate to SGA unless they indicated
they would not want to donate.
BURRIS IS a member of Academic
Council Subcommittee of Academic

Robert Wolf
on a day to day basis, he said.
Cartledge explained that students
should
have
a
permanent
decision-making voice in areas like
food service and the University*
Bookstore. He added that large-scale
samples of student opinion should be
taken on top priority issues.
"SGA is an extracurricular activity
but if it is going to be an important

The subject of this week's Focus
page is the Pioneer Packing Co., a
slaughterhouse on Napoleon Road
which butchers nearly 100 hop par
day. Photographer Rob Yeargar
studies the slaughterhouse on page
seven.
Among the subjects discussed at
last week's Black Student Union
meeting were methods to battle
student apathy. See page three for
details.
Falcon sport teams were busy
over the weekend, as the wrestling,
hockey, women's swimming and
women's basketball teams were
involved in two games apiece. Read
about the weekend action on page*
nine and ten.
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a cute idea won't float

gDjTggiaLS
airport obligations
The Wood County Airport does not service the great number of
planes and passengers that Kennedy airport in New York or O'Hare
airport in Chicago service. It does, however, cater to the diverse
flying needs of the citizens of Wood County, the city and the
University. Accordingly, the vital facility deserves effective
maintenance and proper upkeep.
The University owns the airport land and buildings, but the
facility now is leased to Wood County. The county, however, refuses
to clear the airport runways of ice and snow and the hazardous
Bowling Green winter weather continues hampering the safe usage of
the airport.
According to Robert O'Haver, airport director, the airport could
organize a crew to clear the runways after winter storms, but the
equipment needed for such operations is unavailable. He said that
money for new equipment should come from the University.
University Treasurer Paul Nusser, representative to the Wood
County Airport Authority, said that the responsibility to clear the
airport is that of the Wood County Airport Authority which operates
separate from the University. No University money may be used to
clear the airport.
County officials must recognize their responsibility to airport
personnel, aircraft, pilots and passengers and authorize funds for the
clearing and upkeep of the airport runways.
Juggling responsibility from one party to the next does nothing to
enhance University and local relations. The Wood County Airport
Authority now must accept responsibility for the safe maintenance
and upkeep of the airport.

the cameramen from the Times and
Newsweek posing her in the windy
cold until the tears ran out from under
her contact lenses.
Mediadom was coming down on
Casco Bay. One of the reporters said
that his dippy editor back in
headquarters was issuing orders to
make sure they got pictures of the
infuriated lobstermen's posters.
Mrs. Harriet Bruns, the leader of the
protesting mothers, reported perhaps
20 different news organizations had
called. "I'm so tired. My hair isn't
fixed," she said to a photographer by
way of wondering if he might come
back and take her picture another
time. "We always take people's
pictures when they're at their worst,"
he consoled her.

LONG ISLAND, Maine - While the
story lasted it was the kind editors
love. Americana, cruel bureaucrats
versus solid working people, a
non-New York yarn in the colorful
Yinkeeland of New England, rural
values being crushed under the heel of
urban efficiency, and then a certain
man-bites-dog
twist--the
forced
boating of little children to school.
The story went out on the
Associated Press wire and an NBC
camera crew came in. The natives said
one of the television people got sick
bobbing about in the winter waters of
the dty of Portland's Casco Bay, but
the network got out to Peaks Island
where the school administration was
considering closing a one-room
schoolhouse with seven pupils.
Another
threatened
one-room
schoolhouse with eight youngsters
from kindergarten through fifth grade
is here on Long Island.

WHILE EVERYBODY agrees the
AP story which started the fuss was
accurate,
there
are
differing
interpretations as to why the Portland
administrators let it be known these
two remnants from a simpler
pedagogical past might be shut down
because of dwindling attendance.
Whatever the origins of the story, it
brought the newsies running to catch
the iron boat taking Mrs. Beaulieu,
two fellow committee members.
School
Superintendent
Harold
Reynolds and his assistant Clyde
Bartlett across the waters to the big
confrontation.
James Reston had not yet written a
column reassessing George Wallace's
chances for carrying Maine in the light
of forced boating on the bay, hut one
of the school committee members did
suggest
they
throw
"Clydsie"
overboard. Something was decidedly
abuilding.
"This boat would be all right for a

"MY GOD! I don't believe it," Mrs.
Edith Beaulieu, a Portland School
Committee member exclaimed. "The
New York Times!" She was in the
passenger compartment of the little
iron boat which connects Portland
with many of the 365 Calendar Islands
in the city's bay.
In the prow were sacks of onions
and cases of Pepsi Cola, and before the
day was over she would believe it. with

mother's dub served their oppressors
lunch. There were even olives and
pieces of pickled cauliflower carefully
stuck on toothpicks being held by
little mice statuettes with large ears. It
was a most genteel lynching.

school bus." Mrs. Rogers, another
School Committee member remarked,
"if they put flashing red lights on it."
WAS THIS A sign the School
Committee was going to back down
and side with the people? Not too
soon, we newsies hoped. Not only
were there editors to placate but the
story was not yet blown as far out of
proportion as it could be.
As our iron tub popped briskly past
oil tankers and abandoned forts,
designed for battles that were never
fought, we had hopes of being met at
the dock by leather-faced men of the
sea in boots and yellow slickers, and
their wizened wives with malnourished
babies in their arms. The New England
town meeting and local democracy
making their last stand. Where is the
CBS camera crew? Or is their nose out
of joint because Chancellor and
company got on the air first?
The media regard certain stories as
the fastidious look. upon half-eaten
plates of food. The last stand of
lobster democracy or not, if the other
guy got there first, we won't touch it.
At the dock the school officials
were met by people with pick-up
trucks and old cars who helped them
across the ice and drove them to the
school, where the members of the

The
protesters had
assigned
presentations to several of their
number who were disconcerting
enough to speak with more light than
haat.
The
board
members
congratulated the protesters and
explained there never really was I
chance the schools would be closed.
Where had our story gone, the
newsies asked each other. How about a
lead that says simple people win big,
victory? Or what do you think ofcommunity school concept upheld in
Maine? The beginning of a turnabout
trend? Nope. Too bad, though. Forced
busing-forced boating. It was a cute
angle.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to'
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel,
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
L'mversitv fall

your opinion needed
By Brad Bigp
SGA Assistant Coordinator

of Academic Affairs
Guest Student Columnist
What are your opinions of the
quality of education at Bowling
Green?
Seniors, are you frustrated because
your communications skills are
perhaps nqt.as sharpy they might be?
Are you jorry now that you weren't
required to write more papers in your
four years here?
Transfer students, do you feel as

x

OH.<S0D! I KNEW WE SHOULD H/VE GIVEN rWWlHAN /VORE SUPiW IN THE UN.!'

Lerrers
misconceptions
I would like lo respond lo Brian
Mcknight's enlightening assessment of
the Kappa Sigma fraternity, based on
their rush flyers. Thai is quite a rare
gift to be able to know what a
fraternity is all about by studying its
flyers.
The flyers Mr. McKnight referred lo
showed a . "stylish, trim, handsome,
young man" talking to a "cute,
cooing, full-bosomed, young, campus
coed" while holding a beer in one
hand. It listed the Kappa Sigma rush
dates. He seemed to think that they
were advertising the qualities and goals
they consider important to peisonal
growth and fulfillment at a university,
namely
beer
guzzling,
dating,
fashionable d'ess
and "canned
friends."
AS FAR AS truth in advertising
goes, if you know anything about
advertising, it is an eye catching
gimmick used every day in magazines
and newspapers. I see it obviously
caught your eye. It was drawn by a
talented artist out of San Francisco
now doing humorous portraits at
many of the fraternities. I thought it
to be much more a humorous cartoon
than a display of fraternal qualities.
I wish that more of the
independents on this campus would
look a little farther than the noses on
their faces in analyzing the gieek
system, rathei than assuming them to
be of qualities they're not.
We have an excellent greek system
on this campus. And most houses
strive to achieve a quality education
not only in scholastics but also i.i
personal
development.
while
maintaining an entertaining social
atmosphere. A simple check would
show lhat the greek grade point
average tends to be above that of
independents.
So please in the future don'l be so
afraid to come out of your own little
corner of the world and investigate
this beyond its face value. It may clear
up many of your misconceptions.
Gregg Carrick
Bill Golden
291 Sigma Phi Epsilon

every vote
can count
From 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Feb. 5
BGSU will be holding their annual
Student Government
Association
(SGA)
elections.
Last
year
approximately 1,500 students lurned
up at the voting polls. This number
seems to be a little low considering
that there arc about 15,000 students
here. Voting shouldn't be taken so
lightly; every vote counts.
In past years some SGA offices have
been won by less than 20 votes. I urge
everyone to vote in their designated
areas and cast your ballot not only for
the candidates but for yourselves, the
student body of Bowling Green.
Mario Sansotta
312 Darrow

hot policies
Amid all the anti-fraternity teelings
that seem to prevail over this campus,
it is refreshing to know that there is at
least one fraternity that has changed
with the times and adapted new
policies that make it very compatible
with the new contemporary style of
campus living.
This fraternity is a well established
fraternity that has gained international
prominence lor its high ideals of
brotherhood, scholarship and success.
It has grown from a very humble
beginning to a fraternity that has more
chapters than any other, and it did this
in just 77 years.
It is recognized at this campus, and
many others, as a leader, not' a
follower. So, I would just like to
request that when anti-fraternity
articles are published, that the
esteemed author single out the
offensive fraternity, because our
fraternity
has
to
suffer
the
consequences when a few fraternities
take part in their childish acts.
If it is hard to believe that there is a
truly unique fraternity on campus, I
offer as pioof just a few of the many
things that are done here that are not
usually accepted by other fraternities.
The first thing is that, in an
unprecedented move, our Bowling
Green chapter has eliminated the

ancient ritual of pledging. It has been
replaced with a more constructive
policy. The new member is known as
an associate member and is given the
same respect as any other fraternity
member is. The associate member
must complete several requirements
during his ten week tenure as an
associate member. All of these
requirements
are
constructive
activities, which usually make the
member a better person and help
someone else at the same time. The
associate member is not asked to
perform duties lhat any other member
would not be asked to perform. None
of the requirements that the associate
member must fulfill are either
embarrassing or demeaning.
After the associate member has
fulfilled his requirements, he will
become a member. If the associate
member does not have all of his
requirements fulfilled at the end of ten
weeks, his individual case will be
reviewed, and he will usually be given
an extension. Another policy that is
truly unique is one regarding financial
obligations. If a member has trouble
meeting his financial obligations, there
are several different options that he
may choose. None of these options
require that the member quit the
fraternity.
In conclusion, I would just like to
make an open invitation to anyone
who doubts the validity of anything
that I have stated to drop by the house
and question me or anyone else about
fraternity life.
To be truthful. I was very wary at
first about fraternity living, but now I
am glad that I gave the fraternity a
trial run, and I now realize that I made
the best decision that I could have.
For those of you who are unfamiliar
with what fraternity I am refering to.
it is Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE) and
anyone who is considering joining a
fraternity should give TKE a chance.
Walter Williams
103 Tau Kappa Epsilon

sga outlet
for opinions
Yes, students of Bowling Green-the
campus has once again been invaded

by candidates going door-to-door and
house-to-house, seeking offices in the
most
misunderstood
organization...Student
Government
Association (SGA).
And once again, you are faced with
the dilemma of coming up with an
excuse not to vote on election day

1

Did you know that less than one
out of every nine University students
voted in the SGA elections last year?
This appears to make SGA look
unimportant. This.howcvei.is not the
case.
SGA WAS formed as a University
organization which functions to
represent the student opinions. This is
difficult without the support of the
students.
Let your imagination go for a
minute. If SGA were a person, what
would he be like? I picture him having
a huge inferiority complex. Some
people say he accomplishes little.
Others complain that he centers his
attention primarily upon a minority of
people on this campus. Still others say
he is powerless. I hear some even think .
he is dead.
The purpose of personifying SGA as
a living creature is to point out that
this organization is just that-alive
Like ever other organization, it has its
weaknesses It is true that it does not
represent the entire BG student body.
It represents only those who care
enough to voice their opinions, and
who bring their problems to SGA.
SGA is what you make it. It needs
your support. If you see something
you don't like about SGA or the
University, this is your outlet.
This year, there are more candidates
running than in any previous SGA
election. That in itself says something.
Twenty-one people will fill eight
positions and provide you with an
outlet to voice your complaints and
suggestions.
SGA is your organization. Please
take a few minutes on Thursday, Feb.
5 and vote.
Mark Behlert
296 Sigma Phi Epsilon

challenged here as compared to the
schools you previously studied at?
Well this is the time for you and
everybody else here to speak up on the
quality of education at BG, possible
improvements
in
the
present
educational system or just plain
opinions about studies here you want
to make known.
THE TIME for .this is at a forum,
sponsored by the Student Government
Association, to be conducted before a
special meeting of the Faculty Senate
from 3 to 5 p.m. on Feb. 17 in Room

stern actions
As an afterthought to the article on
Bowling Green's "blue collar" mayor,
1 would like to suggest that not
everyone in they mayor'' family is as
willing to recognize student voices as
the mayor seems to be.
During December, 1975, while
shopping in the Bowling Green Food
Cooperative in the Wheel in the alley
on the west side of Main Street. I
parked my car in Mrs. Perkins' rented
parking space, also behind the Wheel.
No sign, other than a small note on the
tire stop, exists to inform one of the
exclusivity of this space.
Mrs. Perkins not only had my car
towed away, but insisted on pressing
charges of trespassing on private
property. Thus, I was faced with a
possible S300 fine and 60 days in
jail-for parking in someone's space!
THE OTHER merchants on Main
Street were dismayed at her actions,
and after speaking with her (to the
point of subtle supplication) I was
assured she would not drop the
charges and that she would continue
to prosecute others (at the time there
were other cases pending that she had
initiated).
My father drove down from Toledo
and convinced a visiting judge that the
penalty was far too harsh, (ah.
Bowling Green corruption) but the
judge insisted if the city judge had
been there, I would have suffered
fully.
Mrs. Perkins has perpetrated a most
unjust action; her anger, 1 believe is
oriented toward students (now, if my
VW had been a Cadillac, would she
have had it towed away?) and it is
students I wish to inform about her
actions.
As for Mrs. Perkins and her S8 a
month parking space. I can only hope
her karma comes back to her justly. If
the mayor's wife insists on being so
wrongly stubborn, what can we expect
from all those Bowling Green officials
who take orders from the mayor? As
Joni Mitchell sings, "We all go 'round
and 'round and 'round in the drele
game."
Steven Harloff
Graduate Assistant, American Studies,
19396 West River Rd.

112 of the Lite Sciences Building.
This is an opportunity for you, the
students, to make your feelings known
to members of the faculty, who will be
there to listen to comments and
possibly even take action on your
proposals.
You can discuss whether or not you /
think a more rigorous program of
freshman year studies should be
conducted, as they are.at colleges ^uch
at Yale University; or whether or not
faculty members should become more
involved with students on a one-to-one
basis outside of the classroom.
You can discuss the honors system
or whether or not better use can be <
made of space available at the
University library.
.
YOU CAN comment on whether
there should he more in-depth projects
required for classes here, whether •
there should be more tests that
combine objective and essay answers
or whether seniors or juniors should be
required to pass a communications
proficiency as a prerequisite for
graduation.
,
You can discuss anything that
concerns you.
Most importantly, your comments.
will be heard by people who can do
something about it-your faculty
members.
,
Everyone is welcome to attend.
Whether you are a transfer student,
commuter, resident or international
student nukes no difference-only
your opinion does! •
•
If you are interested and want to
hear more about this forum, there will
be a informal discussion about it for
concerned students Thursday Feb. 5.
at 7 p.m.
in room 405, Student
Services Bldg.
All you student Don Quiotes out
there in quest of a quality
education--* rise.
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Aid applications made available
It's the time of year for Mudents to ipply for financial
aid for the coming ictdemic year, and the Financial Aids
Office here is preparing for it, according to office director
Beryl Smith.
Applications are available for University scholarships and
grants, Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants. Ohio
Instructional Grants and National Direct Student Loans.
Basic Education Opportunity Grant applications will be
available soon, he said.
Deadline for applying for a University scholarship or
grant is Apr. 30. A University scholarship based on need is

awarded to a student who has at least a 3.0 grade point
average overall and for the last quarter.
BASIS KJK awarding institutional funds is the American
College Testing Program Family Financial Statement, which
also is available at the office, Smith said.
'
I he number of special talent grants and scholarships is
determined by the amount of funding allocated to the
University grant program, he added.
These grants are awarded by each University department
and are processed through the Financial Aids Office, Smith
said.

Carter campaign concentrates
on drawing collegiate support
By Rente Murawski
Staff Reporter
A heavy effort to recruit
college students for former
Georgia
Gov.
Jimmy
Carter's
presidential
campaign is being extended
in Ohio, according to Larry
H u d d leston ,
state
operations coordinator for
the Carter campaign.
Huddleston said that
Carter's collegiate effort in
Ohio is stronger than in
other states because Ohio
has more colleges and
universities than any other
state in the nation.

"In order to win, we see
it as absolutely essential to
tap the resources of this
great number of college
students," Huddleston said.
HUDDLESTON said that
Carter's campaign strategy is
similar to that utilized by
Sen. George McGovern in
1972.
"Like McGovern, we are
trying to mobilize groups of
young people, but we are
dissimilar in that we have a
party-based campaign," he
explained
Huddleston said that a
split occurred during the
McGovern
campaign

between
the
young
volunteers
and
the
Democratic party members.
"Even though we want
young workers, we are not
about to create a division by
alienating party members,"
Huddleston said.
Thomas
Smith,
spokesman for the Carter
campaign in Ohio's fifth
district, which includes
Bowling Green, said Carter
campaign cooidinators hope
to encompass a broad base
of people and work within
party lines.
ACCORDING to Smith,
the fifth district is one of

BSU discusses apathy
By Willie Slaughter
The apathetic response of
the bulk of the black
student
population
to
various programs at the
University was discussed at
Thursday night's Black
Student
Union
(BSU)
meeting.
Several BSU members
cited the lack of support lor
the programs offered by
BSU, the need for more
black residence advisers
(RA) and the lack of black
poll workers at the Feb. 5
Student
Government
Association (SGA) elections
as examples of apathy.
" '""There is a neeel for both
a family concept and more
communication among the
black students here." said
Kenny McClenic, senior
(BA). "We need to go
through every dorm to get
the
masses to attend
meetings in order for them

to be better informed."
Sonia Scott, freshman
(A4S). said that inequalities
exist among the residents of
University dormitories.
"There has been a recent
rule imposed that makes it
mandatory for all males
visiting female dormitories
to be escorted. The rule
seems to be enforced only
when black male visitors are
involved, and they are
treated as though they were
potential muggers." Scotl
said.
John Allen, junior (BA).
said he was concerned that
enough black students may
not volunteer to tabulate
poll returns Tor the Feb.''5"
SGA election.
"Two years ago some
ballots were lost and there
had to be a recount. Gerald
McBride lost by only I"
votes," Allen said, adding
that such incidents could be
minimized if more black

students volunteered
tabulate the results.

the last to be organized in
Ohio.
Carter
campaign
personnel are forming a
steering committee for
administration
of
the
February
Democratic
delegate selection caucus
and coordination of initial
organizational efforts for
Carter.
The committee, which
will be composed of up to
seven people, will adhere to
the
demographic
characteristics of voters in
the fifth district and will be
represenlative of women
and
all
age
groups,
according to Smith.
Smith said (hat student
voter
participation
in
Bowling Green now is al a
low level, but plans are
being made to increase
recruitment after the June 8
Ohio primary election.

THE BASIC Education Opportunity Grant (BEOG)
program at the University is one of the largest at any
school, according to Smith. During the 1975-76 academic
year 1,230 students received more than $1 million through
this program, more than double the previous year total of
J402.276.
Smith said this program may be extended to any student
next year. However, the increase in the number of awards
this year has resulted in an overextending of funds.
In order to finance the deficit left by the overextension
of funds, the federal government either must provide
additional funding of the program through Congress or
must advance funds originally earmarked for next year,
which would result in smaller awards for the 1976-77
academic year.
Changes in the program will extend eligibility to students
attending at least halftime, he said. Closing date for BEOG
applications is March 15. 1977.
PRIOR TO the 1975-76 academic year. Smith said there
was real push for student to apply for OIG. However, the
program is overextended by $800,000. which means money
had to be borrowed from 1976-77 appropriations.
Students whose families have incomes of more than
SI 1,000 may riot know about the award until Sept. I. he
said.
The Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant is
awarded lo students with exceptional financial need. The
award cannot exceed half the total aid awarded to the
student by the school. Awards range from $200 to $1,500
in any one year with a maximum of $4,000 for four years.
UNDER THE federally funded National Direct Student
Loan program, a student can receive a loan to cover
expenses over an entire academic year with no interest until
graduation when a three per cent rate is charged. No
payment on the loan is due until nine months after the
student graduates.
The Guaranteed Student Loan program also is federally
funded and is given (o a student if the adjusted family
income is less than $15,000 and the loan is for not more
than $2,000. Payments again are not due until nine months
after graduation. However, the government pays all interest
charged.
Federal monies which the University will receive next
year for educational grants will be equal to and possibly 10
per cent greater than last year. Smith said.

Candidates stress communication
• From page on«
Meermans said he would
work with a Student
Consumer Union (SCU)
investigation
of
food
services. He said that there
are "gross inconsistencies
from dining hall to dining
hall" regarding food portion
size and food quality.
He said he would attempt
to start a chapter of the
American • Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) on campus
and would investigate the
University Police.
SGA
should
be
answerable only to the
student body, Meermans
said. Using the general fee as
a funding base ties SGA to
the
administration,
he

added, and SGA could try
voice their opinions to SGA.
HE SAID that SGA
some "innovative ways" to
should
be
"a
more
raise funds.
disciplined organization." If
Meermans is a member ol
people elected lo SGA
Anderson Hall government
offices will not take the
and student foundation, a
responsibility of the office
member
of
Student
when they are elected "they
Assembly,
Concerned
should be fired." he said.
Students
for
City
Wolf said he is in favor of
Government, Human Righls
student senate districting.
Alliance
and
was
a
"Districting would give the
candidate for City Council.
Robert Wolf, sophomore i students the chance to vote
for 'someone they know."
(AAS), said he wants to give
members of all campus
Wolf
said
he
has
activities access to SGA. He
completed
a
feasibility
said that organizations such study of an alternative
as the World Student
transportation and parking
Association, the campus
method for the University
veterans group, dormitory
that has received unanimous
approval by Parking Serivces
residents and commuters
Committee. He said the
have not had a chance to

study
recommends
a
carpool incentive program
by offering reserved parking
places
to
persons In
carpools.
He
said
he
would
investigate the possibility of
getting federal money to
fund a mass transit system
for the University and city.
SGA should be supported
by the general fee, he said
but h,e added,that ACGFA
should determine the needs
of student groups before
determining the amount of
money
that
will
be
distributed.
Wolf is a member of the
freshman
scholastic
honorary and is active with
the Commuter Center.

nowsiiotcs
Boston fire
BOSTON (AP) - Officials yesterday were investigating
why a new sprinkler system was shut off in a six-story
building gutted by a spectacular fire that left damage
estimated at SI million and required more fire fighters
than any other in the city's history.
Five firemen were injured in the blaze Sunday night
and early yesterday but none of the building's 100
residents was hurt.
About 30 people were rescued from the building's
roof and two companies of firemen were rescued from
inside a stairwell after they were trapped when the stairs
collapsed.

Monopole search
NKW YORK (AP) •- A search of the atmosphere and
ocean for the mysterious magnetic monopole by the
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory has failed to find
any trace of this "unicorn in the nuclear zoo."
The Fermi search for a monopole. the basic unit of
magnetism and the magnetic equivalent of an electric
charge, was prompted by a report last summer from a
team of University of California at Berkeley and
University ol Houston physicists.

Angolan funding
WASHINGTON (AP) - Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld says the United States has funneled money
covertly to a faction in the Angolan war.
Asked to comment on reports that say the United
States is sending monev to England to train troops for
Angola. Rumsfeld said "Therehas been what was once a
covert activity on the part of the United States involving
some funds to provide assistance to an clement in the
Angolan conflict." He declined to elaborate.

Call Fact Line for
i
I
| all the answers
372-2445)
WIOT 104.5 FM
presents

FRAMPTON FEVER
11 pm tonite

FINAL REDUCTION
on

SWEATERS
NOW

Have a big takeout order?
Want to save time and energy?
Now all you have to do is...

PRICE
%

check ALL closeout items
for savings of 40-50-60%
OPEN TUESDAY
TILL 9:00 PM.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

NOW LEASING
FOR FALL
CHECK OUR COMPLETE
APARTMENT LOCATION
SERVICE

' Copv'tghIM 1075
McDonald > Corp

McDonald's will have it all ready
when you get there!
Pick up special Di*rM1Menu and number so call today
at your local particapatma McDonald.

MINIMUM ORDER '3*

1050 S. MAIN 352-7474
1470 S. WOOSTER 353-9871
At McDonald's, we do it all for you.
.

/JUw.

any large 2 item pizza purchased with 3 Cokes
$1.00 Off
when delivered to your area as indicated

3

MON 2/2/76
TUES 2/3/76
WED 2/4/76
THUR 2/5/76
FRI 2/8/76
SAT 2/7/76
Fast Free Delivery
1616 E Woosiet
Staojum View Plaza
Telephone 352-5221

Harsrtman. Kreisctief
Rodgers KoM
Founders. Proul
Ortenhauer. McDonaW
All Fratemities.ConMn
All S .onties

Address.
Phone.
Phone_
Coupon void if not properly tilled oul
One coupon per pizza

GREENBRIAR APTS.
2 Br. Furn Apts.
RIDGE MANOR APTS.
1 & 2 Br Furn Apts
WILLOWHOUSE APTS.
1 Br. Unfurn ONLY
GREENBRIAR NORTH
1 Br & Eff Furn & Unfurn
FRAZEE AVE. APTS.
2 Br Furn Apts

ALSO HOMES AMD
MOBILE HOMES FOR RENT

Call
MAURER GREEN RENTALS
for Information
332-0717
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Blizzards sweep across eastern U.S.

local briefs
r

By The Associated Preaa

No fines

Bone-chilling cold and
swirling snow driven by
blizrardforce
winds
whipped up the East Coast

Today hit been designated is i fine-free day by the
Wood County Public Library. No fines will be charged
for materials returned today, with the exception of
16 mm films.

up the coast to Maine,
dumping up to six inches of
snow along the way and
paralyzing rush-hour traffic.
However, the snow subsided
by
midafternoon
but

and into parts of the
Midwest yesterday, causing
school
closings,
power
failures and snarled traffic.
The surprise storm started
in North Carolina and swept

Grocery prices down

Women's literature
A group to discuss literature by, about and for women
will begin Thursday at the University's Center for
Continued Learning. 194 S. Main St.
The group, called "The Center Circle," will meet on
the first Thursday of each month from 10-11:30 a.m.
Participants then will select the works to be read and
discussed.
*
For more information call 372-0363.

COLUMBUS
(AP) The
January Ohio Marketbasket
survey
showed
grocery
prices down an average of
II cents from December
rates. In Toledo, prices fell
from last month's rate of
$17.42 to $17.28.
Toledo prices were up on
only one of the 16 items
surveyed, toilet tissue, up
two cents. Throughout the
state,
average
prices
decreased on 12 items and
increased on the other four.
Nine Ohio cities recorded
increased prices and seven
showed decreased averages.
Massillon continues to have
the
lowest
prices and
(In Hunt he the highest.

Cluster college
Stud«n4< interested in local environmental concerns
can receive 16 credit hours by enrolling in the
Environmental Studies Cluster College offered spring
quarter.
Freshmen and sophomores are eligible for ttjj
program. For more information, call William Petcrma:),
assistant professor of geography at 2-0207.

Academic Council
Academic Council will meet it 1:30-3 p.m. tomorrow
In the Alumni Room, Union.

THE OVERALL average
fell from $18.45 at the end
of December to $18.34 at

the end of January. A year
ago the same shopping list
totaled $17.60.
The sharpest decline on
items priced was 1 5 per cent
on a pound of chuck roast.
Per
pound
price
on
hamburger was down one
per cent and three per cent
on whole frying chicken. A
pound of center cut pork
chops went up seven per
cent.
A half-gallon of milk and
a 12-ounce jar of peanut
butter were up one per cent
and 10 pounds of white
potatoes were up two per,
cent.
Other
declines,
by
percentage,
included
a
pound of margarine, three
per cent. a dozen eggs and a
four-roll pack of toilet
tissue, four per cent each;

bread, seven per cent, sugar,
1.6 per cent; detergent and
cookies, two per cent each
and orange juice, one per
cent.
Cleveland prices were
$18.52, up from $18.38,
and
Columbus recorded
$18,21, down from $18.99.

Carter declared the
only purpose of his action
was to try "to insure the
impartiality of those who
will be called to pass
judgment upon her."
In
the short
public
session. Carter revealed that
3 jury for Miss Hearst's bank
robbery
trial could be
seated sometime today.

Oliver Carter, declaring he
still dislikes gag rules,
insisted that the "fever
pitch" of interest and
publidty in the case require
the dosed doors.
IN
A
written
memorandum. Carter said
he believed Miss Hearst's
6th Amendment right to a
fair trial takes precedence
over the 1st Amendment
constitutional guarantee of
freedom of speech and
press.

THIS RAISED the ironic
probability that the first
testimony would be given

Falcon Pizza & Mini-Sub Shop
516 E. Wooster
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WASHINGTON
(AP) -Welcoming
Elliot
Richardson to his Cabinet,
President
Ford
said
yesterday he and his new
Commerce secretary will
pursue realistic, common

sense economic policies that
"don't raise false promises
or false hopes."
Before
witnessing
Richardson's swearing-in for
an unprecedented fourth
Cabinet pott. Ford said of

the former secretary of
Defense, attorney general
and secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare: "He
will be a great deal of help
et.me."
Richardson,
sometimes
mentioned as a possible
Republican vice presidential
candidate
this
year,
responded
that
"the
strengthening
of
free
enterprise is the only sure
means of continuing the

IT WAS 22 below in
Rockford, III., a record for
the date and the coldest it's
been in Illinois since 1970.
In Indiana, 18 inches ofsnow fell in South Bend,
closing schools and roads.

former Portuguese colony
on the African coast, De
Telegraaf said.
A
DUTCHMAN
identified as A. Roemens
and said to be in charge of
recruiting
in
Holland
reported
the
Dutchmen
would be employed as
advisers and would not fight
directly.
A
British
deplomatic
correspondent,
Norman
Kirkham of the Sunday
Telegraph, earlier quoted
sources as saying more than
S20 million is to be spent
on Western mercenaries for
Angola. Most of it. Kirkham
reported, will be
U.S.
•money from the Central
Intelligence Agency.

recovery that your steadfast
policies have already set in
motion."
Shortly
after
the
installation
of
the
SS-year-old Richardson in
the Commerce post, Hord
held a meeting with Central
Intelligence
Agency
Director George Bush and
four members of the White
house staff on a proposed
revision
of
intelligence
arrangements.

- FEATURING Char Brollad Slacks and
Cnopi
Full Courta Family
Olnnar
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES «. WAFFLES

AIR CONDITIONED AND

Turn right off of
S. College Or on 8ih St.

Eat In

Opan Tue». thru Sal. 7:30-*
Sundays 7:30-7 00

ALSO
LEADING NOW

Carry
Out

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR 1515E. WOOSTER
BUCKEYE HOUSE —
BIRCHWOOD PLACE. 649 & 650 6th ST.

m

Out

Out

Temperatures in^ Illinois
plunged far below "zero in
northern sections of the
state, causing schools to
close
in
several
areas
because of broken water
pipes.

Richardson enters cabinet post

GAS HEAT.
NEW FURNITURE

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

AND 2 bedroom, efficiency and Houses
FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

Large Drink 2QcEa:,n

with food ourchas*.
Expires Fab. 28, 1976

abolition of racism and
apartheid."
He did
not mention
Soviet aid to the MPLA - a
subject of growing tension
between him and Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger.
The Amsterdam daily De
Telegraaf reported that 40
new
mercenaries would
leave this week to help the
combined National Front
and
National Union
FNLA-UNITA
force.
They include sharpshooters,
explosives
experts, tank
mechanics, parachutists and
former commandos, it said.
The contingent is among
hundreds of West European
mercenaries being recruited
by a British organization
called Security Advisory
Services to fight in the

2 BEDROOM APTS
ONLY. FURNISHED RFC BLOC
Wl TH INDOOR POOL. FIREPL ACE
POOL TABLE. PING PONG
EOR YOUR PUN AND LEISURE

" H*
r„„
■
Carry

Expires Fab. 28. 1976

Drink |Qc *■•
wita food purchase
Expires Fab. 28. 1976
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outages, some telephone
problems and dozens of
highway accidents were also
reported throughout the
state.
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Out
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\ Expires Fab. 28.1976

THE
REPORTS
by
British correspondents who

LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

lot In

15

Soviet leader I-eonid
Brezhnev issued a new
expression
of
Kremlin
solidarity
with
Popular
Movement ■ MPLA • forces
in Angola yestcrcay.
At the same time. 40
Dutch
mercenaries were
reported ready to join the
two factions fighting the
MPLA, with hundreds more
being recruited.
There were also reports
that
the
MPLA
was
considering nationalization
of the Cabinda oil field if
Gulf Oil Co. of the United
States does not resume
production soon.

interviewed MPLA Prime
Minister
Lope
do
Nascimento,
said
the
Angolans would develop
their own oil if the
Americans continue their
"economic blockade...Gulf
shut down its 150.000
barrel-a-day production in
December at the insistence
of the State Department,
which did not want the
MPLA to get the oil
revenues.
Calling the MPLA the
"legitimate government" of
Angola.
Brezhnev
said
Soviet
solidarity
"fully
agrees
with
numerous
decisions of the United
Nations
and
the
Organization of African
Unity concerning problems
of
decolonization
and

* PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. {
*

FINEST

«•»•" I 12" On* Ham

$ M

tomorrow - the second
anniversary of Miss Hearst's
kidnaping
by
the
Symbionese
Liberation
Army.
During
yesterday
morning's session, three
more potential jurors were
approved, lifting the total to
19 prospects. Twelve jurors
and four alternates will
finally he selected from a
panel of 36.
Reporters were allowed
.to enter court for the quick
random selection of 15
more names of potential
jurors, then were excluded
again as Carter ordered
secret
questioning
to
continue through the day.

By The Associated Press

••••••••••••••••••••••A"*

Call ahtid far niihuB ardatri

GREENS flRJT &

ICY ROADS in Missouri
were blamed for two traffic
fatalities while numerous
fender-benders causing a
few minor injuries were
reported throughout the
states affected by the storm.
The storm brought winds
gusting up to 70 miles per

hour in many parts of the
Northeast. And the wild,
fast-changing
weither
pattern made it difficult for
forecasters to pin down the
exact situation everywhere,
but they said blizzard or
near-blizzard
conditions
existed in many parts of the
area.
A
blizzard
is
a
combination of winds in
excess of 35 m.p.h.. blowing
snow with visibility of less
than a quarter mile and
temperatures near zero.
In New York City winds
of more than 50 m.pJi.
closed
Kennedy
International and LaGuardia
airports. Scattered power

Brezhnev reaffirms support
for Angolan Marxist forces

Selection of jurists continues
in Hearst bank robbery trial
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
- Patricia Hearst, appearing
encouraged by the progress
of kiry selection, was visible
to Hie press for five minutes
yesterday as her closed trial
was briefly opened.
However,
secrecy
continued in the trial. Miss
Hearst's judge issued an
official defense of his
decision to bar press and
public from this first phase
of her trial.
VS. District Court Judge

temperatures remained In
the teens.
"We didn't predict the
severity," said Ken LaPenta,
a forecaster at the National
Weather Service in Albany,
N.Y. "We did predict the
change to snow and very
high winds. It got a little
colder than we thought, a
little faster."

*

L.o.lng Office

Phoif 332-9378

Closed Monday

at Charry wood Club - 8th & High St.

412 East Woost.r
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HOWARD'S

[Come Join the Party! 1
Boyne Highlands
Upper Michigan
with the Ski Club
FEB. 20-22
Ski the famous Boyne country at the Highlands.
Perfect for beginners to expert skiers. Party at
night with the Ski Club.

Cost: *45 & Ski Club dues.
'25 deposit due tonight
112 Life Science
7:00 pan. .

SEA OP TEQUILA

TEQUILA & TACOS
WED. 9 p.m. — 1 a.m.

#
w
*
J
5
£
£

Includes: 2-day lift ticket, lodging-4/room.
indoor pool, transportation, and Insurance.
Drive your own car Jet us pay the expenses and
earn as much as $20.
It's the perfect way to get away from .those
mid-quarter blues. Come along and have a blastyou can 1 beat the price.

*******+*♦*****«

*
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Christian leader seeks arms;
new Lebanese fighting seen
BEIRUT,
Lebanon
(AP). The
leader
of Lebanon's main Christian
mUitia said yesterday he is
importing new arms because
another round of civil war it
inevitable unless radical
Palestinians and Lebanese
are "beaten down.
"Now and tomorrow and
the day after tomorrow, as
long as we are obliged to
defend ourselves, we wil
buy arms for ourselves."
Phalange party chieftain
Pierre Gemayel said in an
interview
with
The
Associated Press.
"We would be imbeciles
if we did the opposite."
Gemayel's party fields
the largest Christian militia
fighting leftist forces backed
by Palestinian guerrillas.
The
most
influential
Lebanese Moslem leftist

his office in "Phalange
House" just off Beirut's
battle-scarred
Martyri
Square.

leader, Kamal Junblatt, said
in an interview with The AP
on Sunday that he, too, is
importing fresh arms, and
he predicted new fighting
by spring.

"IT IS necessary...that
the state regain control of
security and take back its
sovereignty," he said. "As
long as there is no
authority, I don't know
how this country is going to
make it.

THEIR statements were
in accordance with actions
during previous ceasefires
when both sides rearmed.
But
a
government
spokesman dismissed the
statements as saber-rattling
and "political maneuvering,"
and
political
mediation between the two
sides continued.
Gemayel praised Syrian
attempts to mediate in the
conflict, but he said they
were '"useless" unless the
government regains enough
power to crush the far left
by force.
The
70-year-old
Phalangist leader spoke in

"Junblatt and those who
are . behind
Junblatt
destroyed
this country
morally, and they destroyed
it physically by breaking its
spine," Gemayel said. "Well,
now the terrain is open to
them."
Gemayel emphasized that
95 per cent of Lebanon's
Christians, Moslems and
Palestinians
have
had
enough of the combat that

■ ■■'■'■-

OFFICE OF

EXPERIMENTAL
STUDIES

has killed 10.000 since last
April and shattered the
economy.

presents

But he said a small
minority, led by Junblatt
and far-left Palestinians, are
out to change Lebanon's
free enterprise system no
matter what it costs, despite
Syrian attempts toward a
compromise.

A FLOCK OF
INTERNATIONAL
SEMINARS

FIGHTING in Lebanon
has practically come to a
halt
under
a Syrianmediated ceasefire, but a
political solution dealing
with the power structure of
the country has yet to bt
worked out. Units of the
Syrian-trained
Palestine
Liberation Army have been
the major enfoaers of the
cease-fire. The Lebanese
army itself has remained
primarily on the sidelines.

For Spring
***************************************,,, ****,,,,,,,,
*
*

*
3

Placement interviews slated
Sign-up will be from
7:30-8:30
a.m.
on
Wednesdays for non-school
schedules and from 4-5 p.m.
for school schedules in the
Forum, Student Services
Bldg. A standard placement
data sheet must be turned in
for each organization with
which the interviewee is
signing up.
BUSINESS
Feb.17
Arthur
Young
and
Company
(citizenship
required)-Staff accountant/
audit and tax: B or
M/accounting.
National
City
Bank
(citizenship
required)-Management development
program.
commercial
banking, retail banking,
bank
operations: I B/M
business, economics. EDP
systems and programming:
B or M/computer sci.. info,
systems.
M. OTMeil CompanyJunior executive trainee:
B/mktg.. retailing, fashion
merchandising.
SCM
Corporation
(Glidden-Durkee
Div.
citizenship required)-Food
service
sales:
B/mktg..
selling and sales mgtnt.
Financial mgmt. program:
B/acctg. Chemical sales,
research
and
dev.:
B/chemistry.
Touche
Roas
and
Company-Junior
accountant
or
staff
consultant B
or
M
accounting.
The
Travelers-Field
rep./group dept. B/bus. or
liberal arts.
Feb. 18
Ernst
and
Ernst
(citizenship required)-Staff
accountants: B or M acctg.
Gimbels -Trainee
in

merchandising:
marketing.

science or math or any
other major if applicant has
three
or
more
data
processing courses.

B/retailing,

The Hartford Insurance
Group
(citizenship
or
permanent residence visa
required)- All
positions
include
a
formalized
training program at the
home office with relocation
to one of the 50 regional
offices across the U.S.
Actuarial program is home
based...Marketing rep., loss
control rep., underwriting
rep., premium auditor:
B/business.
Premium
auditor must have at least
six hrs. in acctg. Actuarial
student: B/math. Preference
to those w/1 or 2 exams
passed
at
time
of
graduation.
Oscar Meyer-Marketing
trainee: B/M/any field.
The
Plain
Dealer
(citizenship required)-News
reporting
internships
(summer):
Undergraduate
(above sophmore year)
/journalism.
R*es Department Store
(citizenship
required)Assistant buyer: B or M
retailing,
management,
general business.
State Farm Insurance
(citizenship
required)-Programmer/analyst:
B/info. systems or comp.

Feb 19
The
above.

Plain

Dealer-See

SCHOOLS

f

seminars tor spring each of which carries

*

4 hours of elective credit and S U giadmg.

Each is J

Marathon
Oil
Company-See above.
National Bank of Detroit
(citizenship or permanent
residence visa required)-Branch
management
trainee: B/business, liberal
arts. Programmer trainee:
B/comp. sci.

Sandusky
Schools-See above.

City

Allen
Co.
Schools-All areas.

Public

taught by a person or persons eminently qualified

*

*

to address the paituular topic: he 01 she was

*

*

born and raised in the area under consideration

*

It is our hope you will seriously consider the

*

Feb. 17
Ketterinf City School
Dist.-Secondary; All areas.
Elementary: All areas.

possibility of registering for one or more of these
seminars and thus savor the opportunity to learn

Sandusky
City
Schools-Elementary: Art,
K-6, EMR. LD, vocal music.
Secondary: Art, bus., earth
sci.. English, EMR, HI'!-.
indus. ed., library, math,
music, soc. stud., voc.
clerk-typist,
voc.
data
acctg.. voc. home ec, voc.
printing, voc. stenographer.

EDL/CAT/ONAL. SOCIAL AND
Dr. Ernestf
Champion..... POLITICAL PATTERN IN SRA LANKA

GLOBAL INTERDEPENDENCE:
Dr. Shiw K.
THE ROLE OF THE
Gupta........ MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS.,

(

Angela
and Rita
Hadjiloizou

HISTORY OF THE
GREEK CIVILIZATION IN CYPRUS:
ANCIENT, MEDIEVAL, MODERN...

Rajagopal S.
Tatta

INDIAN PHILOSOPHY AND THE
INDIAN FAMILY UNIT AND THEIR
RELEVANCE TO THE MODERN WORLD

13 QOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR

EMOTIONAL
MATERIAL
PREGNANCY AID

Ntw • Modem • Furnished • Cable T.V.
2 min. Walk to Campus

352-6236

5 min. Walk to Downtown
25 business establishments at your front door
Entrance doors secured at all times
Large freezer for additional food savings
Intercom between apartments & entrance
Free parking at your front door
Gas barbtqiw grill for the gourmet cook
No car required, save on gas, parking I operating cost
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud A slush
Wall lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas

APARTHEID: LEGAL RACISM,
DOMINATION AND SEPARATION
- IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

Narbeth
Emmanuel

BEHIND BURGER CHEF & CRUSTY'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILK & DORSEY DRUG

OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS
TO FILL 4-MAN APTS. (FALL SCHOOL YEAR)
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES (2) BEDROOM (1-4) STUDENTS SUMMER QUART

*

— THE SEMINARS —

a£

3

know intimately, individuals whose backgrounds

*
*
******** ****************** ****,<, *********** * ***#

^

I NOWflRENTING FOR SUMMER 8, FALL SCHOOL YEAR OF 1976
♦♦♦♦<♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^♦♦•♦♦♦♦-

#
NL

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

♦ ♦♦♦<

and. equally to meet reqularly with and come lo
and cultural roou aie othei tlmn Noith American

Lima City Schools-El.
ed., EMR, LD. Secondary:
Science, math.

MODELOPENTIL 4:30 P.M. WEEKDAYS
7:00-9:00 P.M. EVENINGS
112 P.M.SATURDAY

Lai Arasanmi
and
BIAFRA:
Boka Nwajagu....WHY IT HAPPENED; ITS LESSONS

Roger
Holliday

//
)) Don Viapree

JHE

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATOR:
PUBLIC RELATIONS ABROAD

SLAVERY AND NATIONALISM
IN THE CARIBBEAN

Friendly Halpful Landlords
FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP,
GO CAMPUS MANOR
FROM '240.00 PER PERSON PER QUARTER
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT ELECTRIC (HEAT & A/C BY GAS)

MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 4:30 P.M. WEEKDAYS
EVENINGS 7-9 P.M. SATURDAY 11 A.M. 2 P.M.

3£g^

*Q&

^Pvai

352-9302

jAfc

EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

_

m+

352-7365

J

something substantial of another land and peoples *

Feb 18

NOON

E.M.P.A.

pleasure we have put togethei the following

Feb. 19

Rikes
Department
Store-See above.
Marathon Oil Company
(citizenship
required)-Accounting:
B
or
M/accounting. Information
systems or comp. sci.:B or
M/comp. sci., info, systems.
Auditors:
B
or
M/accounting.
Procter and Gamble Co.
(citizenship or permanent
residence visa required)-Sales management: B or
M/any major. Field office
management: B/any major.
Accounting and finance, tax
mgmt.: B ov M/accountlng.
finance.
Feb. 20

*

*RV

t

GOVERNMENT

Adult
Parole
Authority (citizenship
required)-ParcJe officer: B
or M/psych., sociology,
political science.

For your enjoyment and intellectual

R. Errol Lam.../Nn?ODL/CT/OrV TO THE CARIBBEAN
Pham
Trong Le

INTRODUCTION TO THE
CULTURE PATTERNS OF VIETNAM

6-8 p.m.
Thursday

.Later

6-9 p.m.
• ..Tuesday

7-10 p.m.
.Tuesday

\
Later
(|
,
Later

Monday
evening

10-12 noon
.Tues. & Thurs.
6-8:30 p.m.
Monday
7-10 p.m.
Wednesday

Further information and
discriptions of the seminars are available from our
Office, 547 Education Building, 2-0757 Ext. 326/7

J
J
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Band concert praised
Review By
Stephen Mpb
Under the surveillance of i mobile camera from
WSFD-TV, Channel 13, the University Symphonic Band
began a weekend of activities Friday with a concert of
works by American composers.
Many in the audience in the Grand Ballroom, Union were
area high school band director* and bandsmen. The concert
was part of Saturday's 20th New Music Reading Clinic, and
annual activity of the College of Musical Arts designed to
familiarize local band directors with newly published music
for bands.
Band Director Dr. Mark Kelly, professor of musical arts
and the band's director, provided a carefully prepared,
well-balanced program of recent American band music.
THE CONCERT began with Francis Johnson Pyle's
"Symphony No. 1." This piece is fairly well written, with
the exception of some muddy counterpoint toward the
end. Nevertheless, the band retained control of the piece
and gave a good performance.
Throughout the concert, Kelly's rather conservative
conducting produced good results.
A pair of pieces from William Schumann's "New England
Triptych" followed. Soloists Gary Cosier, trupet.and Mike
Krumlauf, euphonium, were featured on "When Jesus
Wept," which served as a prelude to the overture "Chester."
These soloists performed very well, although the ballroom's
notoriously noisy heating system threatened to turn their
duet into a trio.
"Jesus" progressed easily into the difficult ensemble
passages of "Chester." The precise performance that these
passages received from the band was evidence of the care
that went into preparing the entire concert.
THE FINAL selection before intermission was Warren
Benson's "The Passing Bell," an impressive, dignified piece
based on two Lutheran hymns of death and faith.
Static harmonies in this piece provided a basis for the
gradual construction of tone clusters that progressed slowly

]to a tweepingly powerful ending, leaving the audience in a
mild state of shock.
With intermission over, a truncated version of the band,
with alto saxophonists BUI Perconti and Keith Young, gave
an exquisite performance of Walter Hartley's "Concerto for
Alto Saxophone and Winds." Perconti and Young
alternated in giving dean, tasteful performances of the
three movements of this work.
The instrumental blend in this performance was perfect.
The extended applause which followed the performance
was well deserved.
Gordon Ward, a University alumnus and co-anchorman
of WSPDTVs 'Venner-Ward Report,' was featured on the
next selection, Floyd Werte's "We Hold These Truths."
THIS PIECE combines Werle's music and Thomas
Jefferson's writings in an unhappy marriage that produces
something akin to the soundtrack of one of those short
films that are apt to be televised on Sunday afternoons.
Although the words are inspiring, the music is singularly
uninspired.
Fortunately, this did not discourage Ward and the band
from executing the piece with precision and control, with
Ward exhibiting an admirable sense of timing.
Morton Gould's "American Salute," a aeries of variations
on "When Johnny Comes Marching Home," was next.
Although this piece is quickly becoming one of the
hackeyed standards of band literature, it was given the
same careful treatment that produced fine performances
throughout the concert.
The closing selection of the concert also was treated with
the respect- that made this concert a good one. John Philip
Sousa's "The Stars and Stripes Forever" is one of those
pieces which are sometimes affectionately called "old
chestnuts," pieces which are performed often and, usually,
badly.
It is to the band's credit that they handled this work like
a fine piece of music instead of an old institution. They did
indulge themselves, however, in the seemingly obligatory
theatrics at the end. Can anyone remember a performance
6f this piece in which the brass section did not stand up for
the final chorus?

Sociologist offers testimony in favor
of Cleveland school board objectives
CLEVELAND
(AP) -- Busing students to
achieve a statistical racial
balance might satisfy a legal
principle of equity, but this
"integration
through
compulsion" also restricts
individual
freedom,
a
Harvard
University
sociologist
testified
Monday.
Nathan
Glazer.
sociologist, educator and
author, said in U.S. District
, Court that judicial opinions

on busing have evolved into
a
direction not
only
opposed
by
many
Americans but also into an
unworkable,
"futile
exercise."
The testimony came in an
NAACP suit charging the
Cleveland school board with
promoting segregation. The
civil rights group has
charged that the board has
not done everything in its
power, such as busing, to

rnrvni oz: o
M* K JTill KJKM.

overcome segregation
schools here.

in

i

GLAZER testified that
he fully favors court action
to disband state-ordered
dual school systems, such as
existed in the South. He
said court intervention in
those
cases
expanded
individual freedom because
it
struck
d own
discrimination by race.
Northern school boards,
however, were not under

FRENCH-SPEAKING BLACK

ZOZ l WRITERS IN TRANSLATION
1 MTR

¥ ATTTVT 1/IC; GREEK AND LATIN ELEMENTS IN
LJJ\ 1 111 ± f*D • THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 11 MTWR

LATEN 480I CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY 4MWR

such state orders and a
determination of their guilt
in
promoting
school
segregation is much more
difficult, he said.
The sociologist concluded
that the Cleveland school
board went about its
primary objective "to carry
out
the
business
of
education" while being
responsive to community
sentiment
to
maintain
neighborhood
schools.

Bicentennial
music

'Lowell Thomas Remembers'
gives 'painless history lesson'
Review By
Mark Dorn
Here is a seemingly
simple trivia question that
may give even the most
knowlcdgable of movie
buffs a momentary pause of
consternation; which sound
film preceeded "The Jazz
Singer"
and
caused
thousands of movie-goers to
pack their local theaters
months before Al Jolson
was to sing "Mammy" on
the silver screen?
The answer, please? If
you are a regular viewer of
WBGU-TVs
"Lowell
Thomas Remembers," you
probably answered The Fox
Movietone
Newsreels."
Released in June, 1927, that

AT A LOSS ABOUT YOUR
SCHEDULE OR MAJOR?
Give PA AT a call
PEER ACADEMIC ADVISING 1EAM

2-2657
10-8 MON.-FRI.

ROMANCE

FEB. 3-13

FILMS0FTHE

LANGUAGES 200: LA™COUNTRIES
12 MTRF
COUNT TOWARD HUMANITIES REQUIREMENT

NOW LEASING FOR FALL
FRAZEE AVE. APARTMENTS

BRAND NEW

TWO BEDROOM APPTS.

ATTENTION FRESHMEN OR SOPHOMORES
SPRING 1976 QUARTER
Thinking of Teaching as a Possible Career?
Then Consider
EARLY SEMINAR IN EDUCATION
(EDCO 200)
• conversation with teachers
• viewing of videotapes
• discussion of current educational issues

SPRING QUARTER
TWO CREDIT HOURS-ONE EVENING PER WEEK
LOOK FOR COURSE LISTING IN THE
SPRING 1976 SCHEDULE

FEATURING
1. Two Full Baths
2. New Furniture Throughout
3. New University Tennis Courts
Across the Street
4. "Only One Block from the
Towers" on Campus Location

CALL NOW FOR
RENTAL INFORMATION

352-0717

BETA
THETA
PI
Congratulates
Its Winter Pledge Class

tonight 5-12.
BE KIND TO YOUR DELIVERY MAN

TO T0UI000101 IN TIN STOM
mtOfUVRT
COOtOMS DO MOT APflT

(»- l2.az.aons of Itepsi
WITH TM

rvtauu of * u»«i rtii*

M'MITMHOtNMntlMIIIZmi

►mi/us
\«*S.MAIN,bve.

FH. 352-7571

Gordon Ward narrates "We hold these truths." by Floyd Werle during the Friday
night concert performed by the University Symphonic Band. The band, directed by
Mark Kelley. presented a concert of works by American composers. (Newsphoto by
Dick Kaverman)

ROB ASHCRAFT FRED GREENWOOl
SCOTT BROWN
STEVE HALL
RICH BUCHANAN JEFF HARRIS
BOB EVERDEN
BOB JOHNS
DA VE FENN
MARK KINDELIN
MIKETOBIN

were anxious to see the
month's
"Movietone
"news of the day." even if it
Newsreel"
detailed
the
was actually a few weeks
efforts of Capt. Charies
Lindbergh's
historic old.
In an era decades before
nonstop solo flight from
the nightly, network news,
New York City to Paris.
the "Fox Movietone News"
Another
"Movietone
Newsreel" a few months literally became "the eyes
and ears of the world," as it
later
also
featured
renamed itself with the
Lindbergh's and President
addition
of
on-film
Calvin Coolidge's remarks
before
millions
of synchronized sound in June.
1927.
well-wishers who welcomed
For
an
audience
"Lucky Lindy" back to
accustomed only to seeing
New York City.
Not only was this a their national figures in
newspaper
photos
or
historic aviation event, but
also a film milestone, as it hearing their voices on
came several months before radio, the sound newsreel
the "Jazz Singer," which -held a special fascination.
Before long, the cameras
most
movie
fans
inaccurately consider, the. Ipt microphones of the
newsreels were capturing on
first "talking"movie.
film the sights as well as the
"LOWELL
Thomas sounds of popular dances,
music, personalities and
Remembers" is a rather
events.
deceptive
title
for
a
For the first time in
television program that,
history, the world could see
through the use of 44 years
and hear what was going on
worth of film newsreels.
in
The
Big
Apple"
tells the story of our
Washington,
D.C.,
nation's popular culture
Hollywood, and around the
from 1919- 1963.
globe.
The "Fox Newsreels"
The newsreels were the
were created in 1919 by
audio-visual purveyors of
early film mogul William
contemporary
cultural
Fox as an added attraction
tastes and morals.
to feature films of that
DURING the 1940s the
silent film era and were
provided
billed as "the eyes of the newsreels
world." And indeed they audiences with the latest
were, offering movie-goers much-sought-after headlines
glimpses of people, places from the war's front. Yet,
and events in a manner with the advent of television
which neither newspapers in the 1950s the number of
major film companies: that
nor radio could provide.
newsreels
Newsreels flourished in produced
popularity as audiences declined.

The
electronic,
instantaneous marvel of TV
news had finally taken its
toll on its predecessor, the
newsreel.
The namesake of "Lowell
Thomas Remembers" is. of
course, the program's host,
and the original narrator of
the
"Fox
Movietone
Newsreels."
Choosing
Lowell Thomas as host was
not only most logical, but
also a judicious choice. As a
veteran
network
radio
reporter and commentator,
his remarks and viewpoints
are
richly
perceptive,
garnered by his years of
personal experience.
In addition to the factual
data he- presents. he«*f>
offers a uniquely historical
perspective to whichever
chronological newsreel he
screens for us. Somehow,
after a continuous barrage of
grim headlines in today's
news, it is once-again
reassuring to hear Lowell
Thomas
closing
his
broadcasts with his famous
slogan "So long. . .until
tomorrow."
FOR A painless, weekly
lesson in history, do
yourself a favor and enjoy
"the good old days" as
"Lowell
Thomas
Remembers," 7:30 p.m.
Mondays and repeated at
noon
on
Fridays on
WBGU-TV. Channel 57. The
program can also be viewed
on Toledo's Channel 30,
WGTE-TV, at 8:30 p.m
Thursdays and repeated
Sunday evenings at 7:30.

Advertising fraternity formed
A professional advertising
fraternity was organized on
capus last week, according
to Terry Coker, junior (BA)

and president of the
organization.
Alpha Delta Sigma is
open to students with at

■I

I

least sophomore status.
They can be either an
advertising major or have
completed one advertising
course.

MB

WIOT - 104.5 FM
prmsmntM

FRAMPTON FEVER
11 pm ton It*
□rasiifsHMaiEjGaDDi
Brothers of

Phi
* Kappa Tau
wish to congratulate
their
New Actives
STEVE TIMMER
FRANK AVENI
RICK BRUNN
ROB CURSCHMAN
CRAIG DRESLINSKI
BOB HARR

MARK HELMAN
JACK KIRSCHNER
RICK K0EHLER
STEVE MclNTYRE
KEITH PATTERSON
JACK RICCHIVI0

We/come
to thm brotherhood

I
B

The group, associated
with
the
American
Advertising Federation, will
attempt to teach- the,
practical
aspects
of'
advertising as a supplement J
to classroom work. Coker
said. Plans include trips to
advertising agencies to see
various
advertising
operations.
A benefit of being in theorganization
is
that,
members are eligible to
enter national advertising
competition, Coker said.
Students are given an
advertising program by a
major company, then must
research it and compett
with other students on
regional and national levels.
Coker
said
an.
organizational meeting o/i
the
group
will
be I
announced.
For
more?
information, contact Coker
at 352-7041 or Dr. Maurice
Mandell,
marketing
department chairman, at t
372-2041.
i'

)
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Where
the pigs
»

• '

hang out
in
Bowling
Green

Pioneer Picking receives shipments from as far away as Georgia and Canada.

•I

I

If yuu have ever walked along
Napoleon Road near the railroad
tracks, you may have heard the
squealing of pigs emerging from a large
green building. Wlut you may have
passed off as your imagination actually
is Bowling Green's version of the
Chicago stockyards.
Pioneer Packing Co. on Napoleon
Road slaughters about 100 hogs a day,
receiving shipments from as far south
as Georgia. The plant employs about
35 persons, some of whom are
University students who perform such
jobs as cutting and packaging the meat

,...<

,

. ,

. ...i

,

.

and cleaning the plant, which must be
done thoroughly on a daily basis.
When a truckload of hogs arrive,
they are unloaded onto weighing
scales, then moved into stalls where
they await their fate.
After the hogs have been stunned
electronically, they are moved onto
the killing floor, where the dehiding.
splitting and gutting of the carcasses
takes piace. The meat then is wr.slied
down and stamped by a United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA1

tappet or.
The carcass halves (hen spend the

.,,...,.

...
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night hanging in a cooler. The low
temperature helps firm up the meat
for the next day, when the carcasses
go to the boning room. This is where
the meat is cut into hams, spareribs
and other larger cuts.
Pioneer's products are not sold
directly to consumers. They either
must be shipped to processing plants
in the Midwest and Florida, or are sold
locally to La Choy and Kroger
processing plants for use In such foods
as sweet and sour pork, polish sausage,
hot dogs and bologna.
Pioneer has donated animal brains

*mm

... _«_.—

and eyes to the University's biology
department, and has given guts and
other hog parts to local fraternities for
use in Halloween haunted houses.
Class
tours
demonstrating
the
slaughtering
process
also
are
conducted by Pioneer.

Story
and newsphotos
by Rob Yeager

...
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...—™

PIONEER PACKING CD

j
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Russ Smith, senior (A&S). weighs out strips of back ribs for
shipment.

The killing floor, where the hop are dehided, split and flitted.

The split carcasses spend the night in the cooler.
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(k Krofar in Bowline Qraan
EfssMh, Fab. 2, 197*
ahru Son.. Fab. S.
1i7« Nona told to
». Copyrishi
1975. The Kroesr Co.

Most Stores

OPEN
24
HOURS

MENI - WOMCMI
JOBS ON SHIPS!
lAmsrieen. Foreign. No
aapatlanoa required. Excellent
•ay. Worldwide traval. Summar
ob or caraar. land S3 00 for
nformetion. SEAFAX. Dent.
17 Box 204*. Port Anaataa.
Nsshlnaton 18362.

ABORTION
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Burden
Signal bell
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beans Bot
67 Black
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monogram
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An Exper. In Eating Awareness Rm. 320 Stud. Serv. 365
p.m.
Spanish Club meeting Rm. 117 Hayes Hall. 7:30 p.m.
Active Christians Today: Bible studies, 603 Clough St.
11 a.m. & 5:30 p.m. Fellowship Commons NE cafe. 7
p.m.
THE
B.G.S.U.
PHOTO
CLUB
COLOR
DEMONSTRATION WILL BE TUESDAY FEB. 10.
THE GREENSHEET WAS MISTAKEN MON.
Need f. to
352-6497.

sublease

spr.

1 f. to sublease spr. qtr.
reduced rate. Call Denise,
352-4119. Haven House.
1 m. rm. needed, move in
immed. Close to campus.
$65/mo. 352-2751.

HELP WANTED
F. grad. needs 1 f. to rent
apt. together. Now or spr.
Call after 5, 352-0959.
PERSONALS

Expert typing, reasonable.
352-7305.

So you finally snatched
him, Kim! Too bad John
couldn't run any faster.
Congrats
on
your
engagement! LJLCCR

Experienced typist. Theses,
manuscripts. 352-6882.

Alterations & Tailoring. The
Buttonhole. 148 S. Main.

Certified teacher available
for tutoring in all English
courses, term papers: Cheap
rates; call 352-4584.

Congratulations to Schules
and Rita on being layaliered.
Who said you can't date
your lil sis? YOUR BETA
BROS.

Address and stuff envelopes
at home. $800 per month,
possible. Offer-details, send
50 cents (refundable) to:
Triple
"S",
699-X32
Highway 138. Pinon Hills,
CA 92372.
WANTED
Need 1 f. rmmt. to sublet,
apt. avail, now. 352-6171.
1 m. needed spr. 339 S.
Maple. 352-3117. $65/mo
1 f. needed to sublet spr.
qtr. $70/mo. Call 352-5430.
1 f. rmmt. to share apt. own
unfurn. rm. $93/mo. after
6; 352-2871. Laura. Spr.
qtr.
1 f. rmt. 4 nice apt. own rm.
352-1938.
1 or 2 to sublease 1 bdrm.
apt., Greenvitw. $150/mo.
all utii. & cable. Inquire
No.43 Greenview after 4:30
p.m. Must sublease by Feb.
7.
1 m. rmmt. needed Fab. 1 June 15. Rent 75/mo. Call
Jeff. 352-1085 after 5 p.m.
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BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes, 7:30-9:30 p.m.

Address envelopes at home.
$800 per month, possible.
Any age or location. See ad
under
Services
Offered.
Triple "S".
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LOST:
Greenstone
opal
ring, gold setting, lost in
grad. center (1st fl.) Wed.
afternoon.
Sentimental
value.
If
found contact
Becky at 372-4029. Reward
offered.

29

16

CAMPUS CALENDAR

LOST ANO FOUND

2.

■J
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MIKECZAKO
FOR
CULTURAL AFFAIRS
COORDINATOR

Faclone Tax
Preparation
Service 5 years professional
experience,
specialize
In
individual
returns
for
professors
and
other
professionals, for appt. call
352-9388 eve. or weekends.
VOTE - MARK KERNS
REPRESENTATIVE
TO
THE BOARD.
VOTE
MARIO
SANSOTTA. Cord. Cultural
Affairs.
Oh Yeah! Diane and John
pinned at last. What's next,
Mitchell? Congrats - The
Drtts.
Hanford - Your next In line
- The Dolts.

Sigma Chi's - Your help thru
rush
was
greatly
appreciated. Thanks. The
ADPi's.
pledges, - good food 4i
"riends. What a way to
start the day. Thanks for
the breakfast. L&L. Your
Sisters.
Sisters, the line-up was a
little scary, but now more
than
ever
Alpha
Gam
pledges want to go active!
BARB - Hope you believe in
better late than never! We
love you, and wish you and
Bill all the happiness in the
world. Congrats on your
engagement.
Love,
Your
Family.
Phi Mu's wish the Alpha
Delta Pi's the best of luck
with their winter rush!
At
a
loss about
your
schedule or major? Give
PAAT a call. Peer Academic
Advising Team. 2-2657.
X I 's:
Ride
your
rollercoaster
to
Formalmunga, Feb. 14th.
8- Bal I
t ou r na ment.
HOWARDS.
Every
Sun.
3:15 p.m.
Tacos
and
HOWARDS.

Chili,

Ben Davis is a TEKE - Why
aren't you?
See our
ad for
quarter this issue.

spring

The early bird gets the best
buys • at
VATAN'S.
Pre-lnventory Sale.
FOR SALE
EPI
201
Speakers
(2)
perfect cond. Still under
warranty. $300. 878-4646.
4 slot disc chrome mag
wheels.
Mint
condition.
4/$80. 352-1218.
RCA Mark series stereo;
speakers,
turntable,
and
receiver. 352-7781.
Sun lamp w/stand.
$12,372-5975.

New.

70 VW no rust, 32 mpg.
best
offer
over
$800.
2-4734.
Custom pool cue. 19 oz.
excel, cond. 372-3430.

*

'74 Austin Marina GT 2 dr.
Orange 4 sp. 29 mpg.
am-tm. Excel, cond. Ph.
352-7694 4 p.m.-10 p.m.
Must Sell. $2,400.

Mills - Congrat to you and
Tern
on
your
simple
engagement • The Delts.

1974 Gremlin X auto. 6 cyl.
Ph. 352-9291, 352-6078.

Phi Mil's - Many thanks for
helping with rush.
The
Sisters of ADPI.

Sony TC-645 reel to reel
recorder, 5 mos. old, need
money to complete school.

mm NUMBER.
IFThERESANY
0REAK1HKV6H:

/

«•»
$425
or
352-2228.

best

66 Dodge Monaco,
wdws.
air
cond.,
cond., Carl 352-6693.

otfer.

elec.
good

FOR RENT
Fum. 2 bdrm. apt. 2-4
persons. Util. pd. except
elec. Laundry facilities &
lounge available. 288-1462
or 352-1778.
Apt. to sublet, spr. qtr.
Close to campus, call Mark
372-2003, or 352-8844.
2 bdrm. 1 or 2 girls, Lois
Smith.
352-3576
exten.
289: call 7:30-3:30.
1 bdr. fum. apt. for spr. qtr.
All
util-.
&
cable incl.
352-1186.
Effec. apt. for 1 or 2, to
sublease spr. qtr. at Thurstin
Manor. 352-6106.
House 1 blk. from campus
sub. for sum. 352-4307.
Campus Manor now renting
for sum. & fall. Special
summer rates. Fall rates
from $80/mo. up. All util.
pd. except electric. Gas.
heat & a/c. Ph. 352-9302 &
352-7365 eve.
Lrge. 2 bdrm. apts. for 4
students near campus. $80
to 85/mo. per student. 9
mo. leases. Ph. 352-7365.

J
.

2 BEDROOM. 4 PERSON,
FURNISHED, AC, FREE
TV
CABLE.
TENANT
PAYS ONLY ELECTRIC,
$74/MO. PER STUDENT.
LOCATED
AT
521
E.
MERRY, NEAR CAMPUS.
EXCELLENT CONDITION.
•2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON.
FURNISHED. AC, FREE
TV
CABLE.
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $65/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. *FOR MORE
DETAILS
CALL
NEWLOVE
REALTY
353-7381.
520 E. Reed new large 2
bed. apts. fum. air 280/mo.
plus electric. Call 353-7381.

'

;

525 N. Enterprise large 2
bed
duplex
turn,
air,
270/mo.
plus util. Call
353-7381.

I

STUDENT APARTMENTS.
352-1800 or 352-4671.
Summer 2 rms. open in Ig.
house nr. campus. M. aV f.
apply
$80
apiece
per
month. Util. pd. Call Sue or
Bev. 352-4336.
Apt. to sub., avail, for 2 or
3, M. Contact at Newlove
Apts.. Apt. 4-D, 521 E.
Merry St.. After 5 p.m.

>'C
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BG loss to Ball St. could spell trouble
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor

MUNCIE, lnd -The result wasn't surprising, considering
the circumstances.
But the inevitable occurred, accounting for the 24-point
embarrassment.
Tommy Harris had an off night and not one of his
Bowling Green teammates picked up his 20 points a game
flack.
In terms of numbers, there weren't many to try.
AS IF LOSING starter Dan Mipsher last week for the rest
of the season because of a broken foot wasn't enough,
senior captain Andre Richardson twisted an ankle in
Friday's practice and didn't even make the trip to this
isolated Hoosier community.
It left the Falcon cagers severely undermanned and it
gave their hosts, Ball State University, the impetus that
spurred its 77-53 triumph Saturday evening.
The crowd of 3,360 at Men's Gym loved it--the win
snapped a six-game Cardinal losing streak and it gave them

only their second Mid-American Conference (MAC) of the
season.
THE FALCONS dropped to 8-9 overall and 4-4 in the
league in what was probably their worst performance of the
season.
Shooting horribly (31 per cent) from the field and failing
to establish any offensive consistency, BG fell behind early
and never seriously threatened after the five-minute mark
of the first half.
The Cards, meanwhile, were patient, shot well (48 per
cent) and forced the Falcons out of their zone behind the
deadly shooting of guards Jim Hahn and Jim Fields.
For the local cagers, it was a frustrating night. With the
two starters absent, Harris cold and Ron Hammye
surrounded most of the game in the post, BG couldn't
make a game of it.
THE POOR SHOWING pointed to a season-long BG
deficiency--a thin bench. It also reinforced the notion that
as Harris goes, so go the Falcons.
Sophomores Norvain Morgan and Jim Fcckley stepped

into starting roles Saturday night, leaving Chuckie James as
the only experienced sub on coach Pat Haley's bench.
Morgan and Feckley haven't played well enough this
winter to be starters, but Haley had to put five players on
the floor.
And after James, the BG coach could look down his
bench against the Cardinals and see Greg Kampe. Jerry
Hunter. John Fitzpatrick and Tony Kazanas.
Kampe was only at half-speed, still nursing a sore ankle.
Anyway, the sophomore's poor shooting continues to
negate any effectiveness he may have as a playmaker.
Hunter. Fitzpatrick and Kazanas are all freshmen who.
frankly, aren't ready to help the varsity. Kazanas. a
walk-on, was brought up from the junior varsity so the
Falcons could have 10 players in uniform.
HARRIS' PERFORMANCE was excusable, as the
Falcons can't rely on the 6-4 junior to carry them game in
and game out. But that seems to be the case. Besides
Hammye's 13 points, no other Falcons hit double digits
against Ball State.
"Hollywood" hit only three of 13 floor shots to finish

Thinclads place 2nd,
but record nine bests
By BIO Estep
Assistant Sports Editor
The score of a triangular
indoor track and field meet
at
the
University
ol
Michigan (UM) over the
weekend may have been a
bit deceiving for followers
of the Falcon thinclads.
Bowling
Green's
37
points placed it a distant
second behind its Big Ten
Conference hosts' 113 and a
leg ahead of third place
Notre Dame's 12, but Mel
Brodt's squad may be seeing
the light at the end of the
tunnel.
Even though Michigan
captured 14 of 15 events,
the Falcons recorded pine
season-best performances in
the meet held at the UM
Track
and
Tennis
Complc;.

Freund out
at Eastern
From Wire Reports
Eastern
Michigan
University head basketball
coach Al Reund will be
relieved of his duties at the
end of the current season, it
was learned Saturday.
A successor will be
named at the end of the
season, said Eastern Athletic
Director Albert Smith.

Block

BG's Ron Hammye (35) skies to Mock a shot by Cleveland State's
Larry Arthur in last week's action. Hammye was the lone bright
spot in the 77-S3 Falcon loss to Ball State Saturday, scoring 13
points and getting seven rebounds. (Newsphoto by Dick
Kaverman)

The brightest of bright
spots for the Falcons came
in field events, long a BG
weakness.
where
they
scored 17 of theit points.

u1
1J7f

The diving conditions of the Natatorium were a source of
controversy as Bowling Green's women's swim team split
their weekend meets, pasting Indiana University (IU),
72.5-40.5, and falling prey to the University of Pittsburgh,
79-53.
The controversy began during Friday evening's meet
with Indiana. The Hoosier team brought three divers, but
refused to let them dive in the Natatorium pool
The nine-foot deep pool. Indiana's coach said, was too
shallow to be safe. And he was right -• regulation depth for
one-meter diving is 10 feet.
BG* SWIMMERS probably wish Pitt had refused to dive
as much as Pitt divers probably wish they had refused to
dive. One diver sustained foot and head injuries while
another jammed her foot at the bottom of the pool.
resulting in an ankle injury.
The Pittsburgh diver with the ankle injury summed it up
perfectly: "How can your divers stand this pool?"
The fact is, it's difficult for the divers. All of them have
to cut their dives short because of the shallowness of the
pool.
Although veteran BG diver MiSue Finke has adjusted
10 the pool, the freshmen, according to coach Jean
Campbell, are scared to death to dive in it.
"The worst thing about this pool is it's hard for our
divers to adjust and it's so discouraging to keep getting beat
in diving," Campbell said.
THE DIVING hurt BG in the Pitt meet as the Pitt divers,
although injured, placed first and second in required
One-meter dives, and first and' third in the optional
one-meter event. Finke placed second in the optional dives.

THE 200 FREE relay, consisting of Betsy Fisher, Gail
Sailer, Lee Wallington and Siesky also copped a first place
in l :43.3.
School records were set by McKee in the 100 fly
(l :01.5), Thompson in the SO back (29.3) and Siesky in the
50 free (25.4).
First places ?lso went to Fisher in the 200 free (2:03.0),
McKee in the I00 back (1:04.7), Rosenbauer in the 100
breaststroke (1:13.3) and Siesky in the 100 free (56.3).
FISHER'S ABSENCE from the Pittsburgh meet, due to
an illness, definitely hurt the Falcons.
"The other girls swam well, but we needed Betsy,"
Campbell said. "We need her in the 400 free relay, she's our
main swimmer in the 200 and 500 free and our fastest in
the 50 fly."
McKee had her best times in both the 100 fly (1 00.'M in
which she placed second, and the 200 individual medley
(2:16.6), which she won.
The 200 medley relay with Thompson, Rosenbauer,
Sailer and Wallington placed first again (1:57.1), while
other firsts went to Thompson in the 50 back (30.1) and
Siesky in the 100 free (55.7).

with a fourth - place
60-yard dash finish of 6.5.

Kandy
Zimmerman
continued to cut his
600-yard dash time with a
1:12.6 effort for second
place.
while
freshman
teammate Mark Butler took
third in 1:13.9.
Rick Hutchinson notched
a season best performance
in the 880-yard dash with
his fourth place clocking of
1 :54.1,
while
Gary
Desjardiiis garnered
an
identical finish in the
1,000-yard run in 2:14.5.
Falcon scorers in the
distance
events
were
Desjardins and Dan Dunton
with third and fourth place
mile
run
finishes in
respective
season-best
clockings of 4:10.3 and
4:12.9.

TEAM
Western Michigan
Miami
Toledo
Kent State
Ohio University
BOWLING GREEN
Central Michigan
Ball State
Eastern Michigan
Northern Illinois

MAC
8-0
7-1
6-2
4-3
4-3
4-4
3-5
2-6
1-7
0-8

OVERALL
16-0
114
10-6
94
8-7
8-9
7-10
7-9
6-11
2-14

Intramural notes
Entries for coed bowling and men's doubles racket ball
now are available from fraternity hall athletic chairman.
Off-campus students may pick up entries at the IM office,
201 Memorial Hall. Entries are due Feb. 10 and play will
begin Feb. 16.

Skiers finish second
The Bowling Green ski team, which has been riddled
with sickness, rebounded Saturday to turn in its molt
impressive performance of the season.
In the third Ohio Conference race of the year, the BG
team finished a close second to Ohio State. In the process,
the Falcons placed ahead of Akron. Toledo, Ohio Wesley in.
Cincinnati, John Carroll and Wright-Patterson.
While BG also showed a second place finish in the first
conference race of the year, it failed to place in its second
meet of the year.
BG'S Debbie Georgi has established herself as the
premier women racer in the conference. She has placed first
in four events and second twice in the three races. Sue
Berka and Kathy McNutt have aided her in the women's
division.
In the men's division, brothers Steve and Eric GrieWiruj
have consistently placed among the top five in every race.
The BG team has three races remaining, including the
Ohio Governor's Cup and the Eastern Region
championships.

The BG rifle team extended its dual league competition
record to 3-0 with weekend wins over Detroit and Western
Michigan.
Friday's win over Detroit, 1,564-943, was the team's
poorest shooting performance of the year.
But Bowling Green bounced back Saturday with an
impressive win at Kalamazoo. Going from their worst to
their best, the BG shooters set an all-time team record by
scoring 1,684 to outlast Western's 1.567.
SENIOR Dan Linnenburg was named the outstanding
shooter of the match for BG, getting strong help from
Stephanie Masek, Bub Hepp, Randy Shields, Myla Johns
and Ted Stegcr.
The Falcons compete Saturday in a Lake Erie
Intercollegiate Conference tournament at Dayton.
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FRAMPTON FEVER

Tankers split weekend meets
lU's swimmers were stronger than last year, but still gave
the Falcons very little trouble. IU boasted an outstanding
swimmer from France who is working out for the Summer
Olympics and who placed first in the 200 individual
medley.
BG's 200 medley relay finally qualified for nationals
with a school record l :55.5. All BG's relay teams now have
qualified for nationals.
On the medley relay, Parkie Thompson swam
backstroke. Barb McKee swam butterfly, Donna
Rosenbauer swam breaststroke and Becky Siesky pulled out
the win with a freestyle sprint.

THEN THE FALCONS host always tough Miami
Saturday afternoon in a regionally televised contest before
traveling to Central Michigan, where winning is extremely
rough, next Wednesday night.
The BG hoopsters could sink or swim in the next two
weeks. It's now up to the remaining players to pro»e
themselves under adversity.
They'll give it all they've got, but don't expect any
miracles.

Rifle team wins two

Natatorlum conditions disputed

By 'juri Leach
Assistant Sports Editor

Looking ahead. witji Hipsher gone and Richardson
hobbling, the Falcons are in trouble, deep trouble.
The schedule doesn't help any as powerful Syracuse
University invades Anderson Arena tomorrow evening.

MACS landings

SENIOR Lew Maclin
broke his own triple jump
record of 47-10"-* set two
weeks ago with a first place
leap of 47-11V4 to become
the Falcons' lone winner.
In the long jump, Kon
McGruder's b-6 effort tied a
personal' best, broke a
season best and took second
place in the event.
In
addition,
Tom
Newbern's 22-7V4 leap and
Michele Raymond's 22-614
jump grabbed respective
finishes of second and third
in the long jump and each
were season bests.
Also among top efforts of
the year were Los Liuhart's
second place shot put toss
CROSS
COUNTRY
of 49-4V4 and Shawn
aptain Tim Zumbaugh and
Beamcr's 14-0 effort in the
Bob Lunn also combined
pole vault.
for a pair of scorings in the
<Tqe
only
Falcon " two-mile
"Zoom" took
double-placer was senior second in 8:51.3 and Lunn
speed demon Ron Taylor. wasn't far behind in third at
Taylor took second in the 8:54.4. Both times were
440-yard dash in 50.3 and bests clocked in the event
returned later to clock a this season.
After finishing the dual
32.2 timing in the 300-yard
dash for fourth,
meet season with a 1-2
mark, the Falcon runners
JERRY Johson took up embark on the Michigan
the slack left by Brian State Relays this Saturday
Storm's dismal performance at East Lansing.

SMITH SAID he made
the announcement "after
carefully evaluating the
basketball program over the
first half of this season."
The
announcement
followed a 87-71 Eastern
loss
to
Kent
State
University. The loss left the
Hurons
with
a
1 -7
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) mark and i 6-11
overall record.

with six points while playing 29 minutes. While he couldn't!
put his usual number of points on the board, nobody else)
could either. It's simple-BG just doesn't have the numbers.
Looking back, it's too bad that Steve Cooper and Jay
Underman didn't want to play ball here this winter. They
would have helped. And Dave Sutton's inelipbility was
another blow to the cagers.
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at Crusty's Pizza
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BG diver Mary Heitman performs a difficult dive
during Saturday's meet with the University of
Pittsburgh. Diving conditions in the Natatorium pool
resulted in three injuries during the Pitt meet.
(Newsphoto by Mindy Milligan)

Read the News

V3 Off Any
"SALAD"

5-8 P.M.

532 f. Wooster

Din* In or Pickup
Ml. 35J33ST

! 8/The BC Newt, Tuesday, Febrairy 3, 1976
MENI - WOMENI
JOBS ON SHIfSI
American. Foreien
No
experience required. Excellent
■y. Wcrtdwtde travel. Sumnw
lb or aw. Sand $3.00 lor
'formation. SEAFAX, Dapt.
7 Box 2049, Port Anaaha.
laeh.neton 9*362

ABORTION

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

TOLL FREC a..m.. 10 „
I «00 «J. J'10

$4.98

High-potency vitamin
formula with minerals
DORSEVS DRUGS, INC
111 Railroad Sired

Bowling Green, Ohio
43402
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by Garry Trudeau
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us all and not a source
of shame."

HGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes, 7:30-9:30 p.m.
The Way meeting Perry Rm., Union, 7 p.m.

JIMMY CARTER
for
PRESIDENT

An Exper. In Eating Awareness Rm. 320 Stud. Serv. J&5
p.m.
Spanish Club meeting Rm. 117 Hayes Hall, 7:30 p.m.

HILP USI

Active Christians Today: Bible studies, 603 Clough St.
11 a.m. & 5:30 p.m. Fellowship Commons NE cafe, 7
p.m.

contact:
Tom Smith 372-1087
Lynn O'Rourke

THE
B.G.S.U.
PHOTO
CLUB
COLOR
DEMONSTRATION WILL BE TUESDAY FEB. 10.
THE GREENSHEET WAS MISTAKEN MON.

372-5509

LOST AND FOUND
LOST:
Greenstone opal
ring, gold setting, lost in
grad. center (1st tl.) Wed.
afternoon.
Sentimental
value. If found contact
Becky at 372-4029. Reward
offered.

[(yitlTllrlWlMHVII
the new women's
total care center

Need f. to sublease spr.
352-6497.
1 f. to sublease spr. qtr.
reduced rate. Call Denise,
352-4119, Haven House.
1 m. rm. needed, move in
immed. Close to campus.
$65/mo. 352-2751.

HELP WANTEO

specializing in....

Address envelopes at home.
$800 per month, possible.
Any age or location. See ad
under
Services
Offered.
Triple "S".

abortion aid
(up to 14 weeks)

PERSONALS

861-8900

Expert typing, reasonable.
352-7305.

So you finally snatched
him, Kiml Too bad John
couldn't run any faster.
Congrats
on
your
engagement! LJLCCR

(24 hour counseling)

Experienced typist. Theses,
manuscripts. 352-6882.

Alterations & Tailoring. The
Buttonhole. 148 S. Main.

Certified teacher available
for tutoring in all English
courses, term papers; Cheap
rates; call 352-4584.

Congratulations to Schules
and Rita on being layaliered.
Who said you can't date
your lil sis? YOUR BETA
BROS.

SERVICES OFFERED

call collect:

: difference!!! •
0«i »rwi
olnatfimct
Mluccru

•

Address and stuff envelopes
at home. $800 per month,
possible. Offer-details, send
50 cents (refundable) to:
Triple
"S".
699X32
Highway 138. Pinon Hills.
CA 92372.

SmjIltHWM

WANTED
Vohminna kan o
ihjey aatiaw a

•

:

1 m, needed spr. 339 S.
Maple, 352-3117. $65/mo.

Mak.*,*
nines kuorn

1 f. needed to sublet spr.
qtr. $70/mo. Call 352-5430.

*
m

:MMIlED.B0si
'VAT

1190 Nortnwott Blvd.
Corumou^cm.aiJWlf
1*I4|M*<>.44

•

£

IIMIW TloMifHlfl
SoulMiMfJ, Mich. 440"
(1131 W4-OOIS

1 f. rmmt. to share apt. own
unturn. rm. $93/mo. after
6; 352-2871. Laura. Spr.
qtr.

#

•

and

«

I0UCATOM1
• in
v.o*.4iit*Kt it»|-aKaBenr g

tk

Need 1 f. rmmt. to sublet,
apt. avail, now. 352-6171.

Caun«m«nrt •
cawutrr naaig

•

."

F. grad. needs 1 f. to rent
apt. together. Now or spr.
Call after 5, 352-0959.

-J

1 f. rmt. 4 nice apt. own rm.
352-1938.
1 or 2 to sublease 1 bdrm.
apt., Greenview. $150/mo.
all util. & cable. Inquire
No.43 Greenview after 4:30
p.m. Must sublease by Feb.
7.
1 m. rmmt. needed Feb. 1 June 15. Rent 75/mo. Call
Jeff, 352-1085 after 5 p.m.

MIKEC2AKO
FOR
CULTURAL AFFAIRS
COORDINATOR
Facione Tax Preparation
Service 5 years professional
experience, specialize in
individual
returns
for
professors
and
other
professionals, for appt. call
352-9388 eve. or weekends.

Sigma Chi's - Your help thru
rush
was
greatly
appreciated. Thanks, The
ADPi's.
AQfi pledges, - good food s\
good friends What a way to
start the day. Thanks for
the breakfast. 1 &l . Your
Sisters.
Sisters, the line-up was a
little scary, but now more
than
ever Alpha
Gam
pledges want to go active!
BARB - Hope you believe in
better late than never! We
love you, and wish you and
Bill all the happiness in the
world. Congrats on your
engagement. Love, Your
Family.
Phi Mu's wish the Alpha
Delta Pi's the best of luck
with their winter rush!
At a loss about your
schedule or major? Give
PAAT a call. Peer Academic
Advising Team, 2-2657.
XI 'S;
Ride
your
rollercoaster
to
Formalmunga. Feb. 14th.
8- Bal I
tou r nament.
HOWARDS. Every Sun.
3:15 p.m.
Tac os
and
HOWARDS.

Chili,

Ben Davis is a TEKE - Why
aren't you?
See our ad for
quarter this issue.

spring

The early bird gets the best
buys • at
VATAN'S.
Pre-lnventory Sale.
FOR SALE

best

offer.

66 Dodge Monaco, elec.
wdws.
air cond.. good
cond.. Carl 352-6693.
FOR RENT
Furn. 2 bdrm. apt. 2-4
persons. Util. pd. except
elec. Laundry facilities &
lounge available. 288-1462
or 352-1778.
Apt. to sublet, spr. qtr.
Close to campus, call Mark
372-2003, or 352-8844.
2 bdrm. 1 or 2 girls. Lois
Smith.
352-3576 exten,
289; call 7:30-3:30.
1 bdr. furn. apt. for spr. qtr.
All util. & cable Incl.
352-1186.
Effec. apt. for 1 or 2, to
sublease spr. qtr. at Thurstin
Manor. 352-6106.
House 1 blk. from campus
sub. for sum. 352-4307.
Campus Manor now renting
for sum. & fall. Special
summer rates. Fall rates
from $80/mo. up. All util.
pd. except electric. Gas.
heat & a/c. Ph. 352-9302 &
352-7365 eve.
Lrge. 2 bdrm. apts. for 4
students near campus. $80
to 85/mo. per student. 9
mo. leases. Ph. 352-7365.
2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON.
FURNISHED, AC, FREE
TV
CABLE.
TENANT
PAYS ONLY ELECTRIC,
$74/MO. PER STUDENT.
LOCATED AT 521 E.
MERRY, NEAR CAMPUS,
EXCELLENT CONDITION.

*2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON,
• FURNISHED. AC, FREE
TV
CABLE.
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC.
$65/MO
PER
4 slot disc chrome mag
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
wheels.
Mint
condition.
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT
4,-$80. 3521218.
CONDITION. 'FOR MORE
DETAILS
CALL
RCA Mark series stereo;
NEWLOVE
REALTY
speakers, turntable, and
353-7381.
receiver. 352-7781.
EPI
201 Speakers
(2)
perfect cond. Still under
warranty. $300. 878-4646.

VOTE - MARK KERNS
REPRESENTATIVE
TO
THE BOARD.

Sun lamp w/stand.
$12. 372-5975.

VOTE
MARIO
SANSOTTA. Cord. Cultural
Affairs.

70 VW no rust. 32 mpg,
best
offer
over $800.
2-4734.

Oh Yeah! Diane and John
pinned at last. What's next,
Mitchell? Congrats - The
Darts.

Custom pool cue. 19 or.
excel, cond. 372-3430.

Hanford - Your next In line
- The Delts.

$425
or
352-2228.

New.

'74 Austin Marina GT 2 dr.
Orange 4 sp. 29 mpg.
am-fm. Excel, cond. Ph.
352-7694 4 p.m-10 p.m.
Must Sell. $2,400.

Mills - Congrat to you and
Terri
on your
simple
engagement - The Delts

1974 Gremlin X auto, 6 cyl.
Ph. 352-9291. 352-6078.

Phi Mu's • Many thanks for
helping with rush. The
Sisters of AOPI.

Sony TC-645 reel to reel
recorder, 5 mos. old. need
money to complete school.

520 E. Reed new large 2
bed. apts. furn. air 280/mo.
plus electric. Call 353-7381.
525 N. Enterprise large 2
bed
duplex
furn.
air,
270/mo. plus util. Call
353-7381.

.

STUDENT APARTMENTS.
3521800 or 352-4671.
Summer 2 rms. open in Ig.
house nr. campus. M. & f.
apply
$80
apiece
per
month. Util. pd. Call Sue or
Bev, 352-4336.
Apt. to sub., avail, for 2 or
3. M. Contact at Newlove
Apts.. Apt. 4-D. 521 E.
Merry St.. After 5 p.m.
i*
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BO loss to Ball St. could spell trouble
By DkkRees
Sports Editor
MUNCIE, lnd.--The result wasn't surprising, considering
the circumstances.
But the inevitable occurred, accounting for the 24-point
embarrassment.
Tommy Harris had an off night and not one of his
Bowling Green teammates picked up his 20 points a game
alack.
In terms of numbers, there weren't many to try.
AS IF LOSING starter Dan Mipsher last week for the rest
of the season because of a broken foot wasn't enough,
senior captain Andre Richardson twisted an ankle in
Friday's practice and didn't even make the trip to this
isolated Hoosier community.
It left the Falcon cagers severely undermanned and il
gave their hosts. Ball State University, the impetus thai
spurred its 77-53 triumph Saturday evening.
The crowd of 3.360 al Men's Gym loved it--the win
snapped a six-game Cardinal losing streak and il gave them

only their second Mid-American Conference (MAC) of the
season.
THE FALCONS dropped to 8-9 overall and 4-4 in the
league in what was probably their worst performance of the
season.
Shooting horribly (31 per cent) from the field and failing
to establish any offensive consistency, BG fell behind early
and never seriously threatened after the five-minute mark
of the first half.
The Cards, meanwhile, were patient, shot well (48 per
cent) and forced the Falcons out of their rone behind the
deadly shooting of guards Jim Hahn and Jim Fields.
For the local cagers. it was a frustrating night. W;th the
two starters absent, Harris cold and Ron Hammye
surrounded most of the game in the post, BG couldn't
make a game of it.
THE POOR SHOWING pointed to a season-long BG
deficiency-* thin bench. It also reinforced the notion that
as Harris goes, so go the Falcons.
Sophomores Norvain Morgan and Jim Feckley stepped

into starting roles Saturday night, leaving Chuckie James as
the only experienced sub on coach Pat Haley's bench.
Morgan and Feckley haven't played well enough this
winter to be starters, but Haley had to put five players on
the floor.
And after James, the BG coach could look down his
bench against the Cardinals and see Greg Kampe, Jerry
Hunter, John Fitzpatrick and Tony Kazanas.
Kampe was only at half-speed, still nursing a sore ankle.
Anyway, the sophomore's poor shooting continues to
negate any effectiveness he may have as a playmaker.
Hunter, Filzpatrick and Kazanas are all freshmen who.
frankly, aren't ready to help the varsity. Kazanas, a
walk-on. was brought up from the junior varsity so the
Falcons could have 10 players in uniform.
HARRIS' PERFORMANCE was excusable, as the
Falcons can't rely on the 6-4 junior to carry them game in
and game out. But that seems to be the case. Besides
Hammye's 13 points, no other Falcons hit double digits
against Ball State.
"Hollywood" hit only three of 13 floor shots to finish

Thinclads place 2nd,
but record nine bests
By BiO Eslep
Assistant Sports Editor
The score of a triangular
indoor track and field meet
at
the
University
of
Michigan (UM) over the
weekend may have been a
bit deceiving for followers
of the Falcon thinclads.
Bowling
Green's
37
points placed it a distant
second behind its Big Ten
Conference hosts' 113 and a
leg ahead of third place
Notre Dame's 12, but Mel
Brodt's squad may be soeing
the light at the end of the
tunnel.
Even though Michigan
captured 14 of 15 events,
the Falcons recorded fine
season-best performances in
the meet held at the UM
Track
and
Tennis

Complex.

Freund out
at Eastern
From Wire Reports
Eastern
Michigan
University head basketball
coach Al Reund will be
relieved of his duties at the
end of the current season, it
was learned Saturday.
A successor will be
named at the end of the
season,said Eastern Athletic
Director Albert Smith.

Block

BG'< Ron Hammye (35) skies to Mock a shot by Cleveland State's
Larry Arthur in last week's action. Hammye was the lone bright
spot in the 77-53 Falcon loss to Bill State Saturday, scoring 13
points and getting seven rebounds. (Newsphoto by Dick
Kaverman)

The brightest of bright
spots for the Falcons came
in field events, long a BG
weakness.
where
they
scored 17 of their points.

with a fourth - place
60-yard dash finish of 6.S.
Randy
Zimmerman
continued to cut his
600-yard dash time with a
1:12.6 effort for second
place.
while
freshman
teammate Mark Butler took
third in 1:13.9.
Rick Hutchinson notched
a season best perfoimance
in the 880-yard dash with
his fourth place clocking of
1:54.1,
while
Gary
Desjardins garnered
an
identical finish in the
1.000-yard run in 2:14.5.
Falcon scorers in the
distance
events
were
Desjardins and Dan Dunton
with third and fourth place
mile
run
finishes
in
respective
season-best
clockings of 4:10.3 and
4:12.9.

SENIOR Lew Maclin
broke his own triple jump
record of 47-IOVi set two
weeks ago with a first place
leap of 47-11 Vi to become
the Falcons' lone winner.
In the long jump, Ron
McGruder's 6-6 effort tied a
personal' best, broke a
season best and took second
place in the event.
In
addition,
Tom
Newbern's 22-TA leap and
Michele Raymond's 22-6M
jump grabbed respective
finishes of second and third
in the long jump and each
were season bests.
Also among top efforts of
the year were Les Linhart's
second place shot put toss
CROSS
COUNTRY
of 49-4K and Shawn
aptain Tim Zumbaugh and
Beamer's 14-0 effort in the BO'J I.unn also combined
pole vault.
for a pair of scorings in the
*I he
only
Falcon " two5nile. "Zoom" took
double-placer was senior second in 8:51.3 and Lunn
speed demon Ron Taylor. wasn't far behind in third at
Taylor took second in the 8:54.4. Both times were
440-yard dash in 50.3 and bests clocked in the event
returned later to clock a this season.
32.2 timing in the 300-yard
After finishing the dual
dash for fourth.
meet season with a 1-2
mark, «he Falcon runners
JERRY Johson took up embark on the Michigan
the slack left by Brian State Relays this Saturday
Storm's dismal performance at bast Lansing.

with six points while playing 29 minutes. While he couldn't
put his usual number of points on the board, nobody else,,
could either. It's simple-BG just doesn't have the numbers.
Looking back, it's too bad that Steve Cooper and Jiy
Underman didn't want to play ball here this winter. They
would have helped. And Dave Sutton's ineligjbility was
another blow to the cagers.
Looking ahead. wit,h Hipsher gone and Richardson
hobbling, the Falcons are in trouble, deep trouble.
The schedule doesn't help any as powerful Syracuse
University invades Anderson Arena tomorrow evening.
THEN THE FALCONS host always tough Miami
Saturday afternoon in a regionally televised contest before
traveling to Central Michigan, where winning is extremely
rough, next Wednesday night.
The BG hooptten could sink or swim in the next two
weeks. It's now up to the remaining players to prove
themselves under adversity.
They'll give it all they've got, but don't expect any
mincles.

MACs landings
TEAM
Western Michigan
Miami
Toledo
Kent State
Ohio University
BOWLING GREEN
Central Michigan
Ball State
Eastern Michigan
Northern Illinois

MAC
8-0
7-1
6-2
4-3
4-3
4-4
3-5
2-6
1-7
0-8

OVERALL
16-0
11-6
10-6
9-8
8-7
8-9
7-10
7-9
6-11
214

Intramural notes
Entries for coed bowling and men's doubles racket ball
now are available from fraternity hall athletic chairmen.
Off-campus students may pick up entries at the IM office,
201 Memorial Hall. Entries are due Feb. 10 and play will
begin Feb. 16.

Skiers finish second
The Bowling Green ski team, which has been riddled
with sickness, rebounded Saturday to turn in its moet
impressive performance of the season.
In the third Ohio Conference race of the year, the BG
team finished a close second to Ohio State. In the process,
the Falcons placed ahead of Akron, Toledo, Ohio Wcaleym,
Cincinnati, John Carroll and Wright-Patterson.
While BG also showed a second place finish in the fliat
conference race of the year, it failed to place in its second
meet of the year.
BG'S Debbie Georgi has established herself as the
premier women racer in the confeience. She has placed first
in four events and second twice in the three races. Sue
Berka and Kathy McNutt have aided her in the women'i
division.
In the men's division, brothers Steve and Eric Griehling
have consistently placed among the top five in every race.
The BG team has three races remaining, including the
Ohio Governor's Cup and the Eastern Region
championships.

Rifle team wins two
The BG rifle team extended its dual league competition
record to 3-0 with weekend wins over Detroit and Western
Michigan.
Friday's win over Detroit, 1,564-943, was the team's
poorest shooting performance of the year.
But Bowling Green bounced back Saturday with an
impressive win at Kalamazoo. Going from their worst to
their best, the BG shooters set an all-time team record by
scoring 1,684 to outlast Western's 1.567.
SENIOR Dan Linnenburg was named the outstanding
shooter of the match for BG. getting strong help from
Stephanie Masek, Bob Hepp, Randy Shields, Myla Johns
and Ted Stegcr.
The Falcons compete Saturday in a Lake Erie
Intercollegiate Conference tournament at Dayton.

SMITH SAID he made
the announcement "after
carefully evaluating the
basketball program over the
first half of this season."
The
announcement
followed a 87-71 Eastern
loss
to
Kent
State
University. The losi left the
I In ions
with
a
1-7
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) mark and a 6-11
overall record.

Natatorlum conditions disputed

Tankers split weekend meets
By Lauri Leach
Assistant Sports Editor
The diving conditions of the Natatorium were a source of
controversy as Bowling Green's women's swim team split
their weekend meets, pasting Indiana University (IU),
72.5-40.5, and falling prey to the University of Pittsburgh.
79-53.
The controversy began during Friday evening's meet
with Indiana. The Hoosier team brought three divers, but
refused to let them dive in the Natatorium pool.
The nine-foot deep pool. Indiana's coach said, was too
shallow to be safe. And he was right - regulation depth for
one-meter diving is 10 feet.
BGS SWIMMERS probably wish Pitt had refused to dive
is much as Pitt divers probably wish they had refused to
dive. One diver sustained foot and head injuries while
mother jimmed her foot at the bottom of the pool.
resulting in an ankle injury.
The Pittsburgh diver with the ankle injury summed it up
perfectly: "How can your divers stand this pool?"
The fact is, it's difficult for the divers. All of them have
to cut their dives short because of the shallowness of the
pool.
Although veteran BG diver MiSue Finke has adjusted
1o the pool, the freshmen, according to coach Jean
Campbell, are scared to death to dive in it.
"The worst thing about this pool is it's hard for our
divers to adjust and it's so discouraging to keep getting beat
in diving," Campbell said.
THE DIVING hurt BG in the Pitt meet as the Pitt divers,
although injured, placed first and second in required
one-meter dives, and first and third in the optional
one-meter event. Finke placed second in the optional dives.

lU's swimmers were stronger than last year, but still gave
the Falcons very little double. IU boasted an outstanding
swimmei from France who is working out for the Summer
Olympics and who placed first in the 200 individual
medley.
BG's 200 medley relay finally qualified for nationals
with a school record 1:55.5. All BG's relay teams now have
qualified for nationals.
On the medley relay, Parkie Thompson swam
backstroke. Barb McKee swam butterfly, Donna
Rosenbauer swam breaststroke and Becky Siesky pulled out
the win with a freestyle sprint.

Tuesday Is

SALAD NIGHT
at Crusty's Pizza

THE 200 FREE relay, consisting of Betsy Fisher, Gail
Sailer, Lee Wallington and Siesky also copped a first place
in 1:43.3.
School records were set by McKee in the 100 fly
(1:01.5), Thompson in the 50 back (29.3) and Siesky in the
50 free (25.4).
First places ?lso went to Fisher in the 200 free (2:03.0),
McKee in the 100 back (1:04.7), Rosenbauer in the 100
breaststroke (1:13.3) and Siesky in the 100 free (56.3).
FISHER'S ABSENCE from the Pittsburgh meet, due to
an illness, definitely hurt the Falcons.
"The other girls swam well, but we needed Betsy,"
Campbell said. "We need her in the 400 free relay, she's our
main swimmer in the 200 and 500 free and our fastest in
the 50 fly."
McKee had her best times in both the 100 fly (1:00.9) in
which she placed second, and the 200 individual medley
(2:16.6), which she won.
The 200 medley relay with Thompson, Rosenbauer,
Sailer and Wallington placed first again (1:57.1), while
other firsts went to Thompson in the 50 back (30.1) and
Siesky in the 100 free (55.7).

BG diver Mary Heitman performs a difficult dive
during Saturday's meet with the University of
Pittsburgh. Diving conditions in the Natatorium pool
resulted in three injuries during the Pitt meet.
(Newjphoto by Mindy Milligan)

Vs Off Any
"SALAD"

5-8 P.M.

Read the News

532 t. VVoost.r

Din* In or Pickup
Hi. 352-3J51

Matmen moon as loss ruins perfect weekend
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer

1 THOUGHT Kopf would win, but then he stumbled
and blew his lead," Bellard said. "And, he didn't have any
time left to come back.
"In Waffle's case, I didn't expect Manning to pin him,"
Bellard Mid.
■ The only other fluke outcome didn't make any
ditference. It came during the rout over the HuronJ, when
BG led 33-6.
Falcon 250-pound stomper Jeff Polhemus piled up
points on his opponent and then went for the pin. In doing
Iso, he whirled the Huron into the air only to have him fall
the wrong way.

With a little help from a foreign timekeeper. Bowling
Green could have scored a wrestling sweep over two major
college opponents Saturday.
But the Falcons didn't get any help, so they settled for a
split-humiliating Eastern Michigan, 3312, while losing to
host Ball Slate, 21 • 19.
UNPREDICTABLE occurrences set back BG against the
Cards. The most notable one, though, came during the
126-pound match.
The matman from Ball Stale scored 1 01 riding time over
Falcon Jerry Thomas. Thomas lost a point on riding
time-and the bout-by one second.
"We wrestled well, but we got some tough breaks," said
Falcon boss Bruce Bellard. "In fact, human error could
have made the difference.
"If the kid that was pushing the button (on the
riding-time clock) would have breathed hard, it could have
went the other way," he added.
UNFORTUNATELY for the Falcons, however, he didn't
and BG remained one game under .500 at 5-6. BG travels to
Flndlay College tonight in an attempt to even its season
slate.
Also catagorized among the unexpected were Rick
Kopf*s( 150)stumble and Pat Welde's(190)crumble.
Kopf was ahead, 5-2, when he tripped over his own feet
and his opponent fell on him for five points (a reversal and
near fall) and a 7-5 win.
Welfle simply couldn't hold on late in his match against
defending Mid-American Conference champ Al Manning
and was pinned.

POLHEMUS FOUND himself beneath his foe and
seconds later was pinned.
However, most things fell the right way for the Falcons.
Jay Ules (118), BiU Frazier (134) and Gerry Leeseburg
(167) all won both of their bouts, while all other wrestlers
except 177-pound Marty Buynak took at least one victory
home.
Some of the regulars will sit out today against Flndlay
for a rest before Saturday's dual at Kent State.
"We have enough depth that we can do some
substituting," Bellard added.
That depth could mean the difference between a winning
team and a championship outfit next year.

• • *

§

RECORDS - Out of the Falcons' 10 starting grapplers,
seven stand at .500 or better. Leading the pack are Liles at
9-2, 142-pound Joe Kosch with 8-3, Pohlemus at 7-2,
Frazier with 7-3-1 and Leeseburg's 5-1-2 record.
Next are Thomas (4-4-2), Kopf (4-4-1), 158-pound Mark
Mayer (5-6). Welfle (4-6-1) and Buynak (0-5).
Buynak is filling in for the injured Rick Shannon, who's
out for the season with an eye injury.

r
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Freshman sensation Jay Ules (right) won two more matches Saturday to raise his
record to 9-2. The 118-pound sparkplug consistently launches the Falcons off to a
good start. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

Women cagers split on road
By Lauri Leach
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green's women
cagers learned a valuable
lesson this weekend-it takes
teamwork
to
win
a
basketball game.
Unfortunately.
they
didn't learn their lesson
until after a 59-48 loss to
CedarviUe
College
at
Cedarvilte Friday night.
Cedarville's team had
improved this season, but
the loss can be blamed on
BG alone.
The
Ladybirds
were
apathetic, the forwards and
guards refused to play with
the centers, and the women
didn't take time to set the
ball up. shooting it often.

. .
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BG eager Sue Chorman (center) comes up the winner in a mad scramble by Bowling
Green and Kent State for the ball In earlier season action. Lending Chorman a hand
'" Bohhi 1JM,*(2S) and Cathy Copeland (55). The Ladybirds spirt a pair of garnet
last weekend, beating Miami and losing to CedarviUe. (Newsphoto by Mmdy
Milligan)

"BASKETBALL is a
team sport and we were not
a team," said coach Sue
Hager. "We were a group of
Individuals and you cannot
win a game with a group of
individuals.
"We played poor ball, we

played individual ball and
CedarviUe outhustled us. It
takes a team to win a
game," Hager repeated.

man-to-man defense. For
the first time this season,
they looked like a BG
team," she added.

on them. I started Tina
Bryant in place of Laura
(Maczko) and she did a
tremendous job."

BG's
rebounding
improved, but according to
Hager, the rebounding still
needs to be better.

Hager had a personal
interest in the Miami game.
Miami basketball coach Pam
IWitte played under Hager
while a student at BG.

For the first time this
season. BG's centers showed
leadership on the floor and
rebounding
strength,
(although they were still'
outrebounded by Miami).
The defense also worked
well.

Laura Maczko sustained a
sprained ankle in the
CedarviUe game, but may be
ready for practice later on
in (he week.
The Ladybirds obviously
learned from their mistakes
in Friday's game, because
Saturday
they
put
everything
together
to
dump Miami University,
68-46. at Oxford.
"Saturday, they acted as
If they really cared," Hager
said. "They were aggressive,
alert and worked the ball
well.
•THEY WERE able to
get the'fast break, able to
break Miami's full-court
press consistently, and their
practice
paid off on

Falcons swipe two from Western Michigan

LINDA HARDY was high
scorn in the Miami game
with 19 markers. Bobbi
Little and Charissa Urbano
also scored in double figures
with 16 and 12 points
respectively.
"Charissa showed poise
and played a terrific game,"
Hager said. "If she made
mistakes, she didn't dwell

"The
girls
showed
tremendous spirit and I
hope it carried over into the
rest of the season," Hager
said, "because unless we wirl
a majority of our games, we
won't have a good enough'
record to qualify for the
stale tournament."

CCHA standings
BOWLING GREEN
Si. Louis
Lake Superior
Weslern Michigan
Ohio S(a(e

CCHA

Overall

Pts.

8-1

16-3-1
18-12
14-111
11-9-1
14-12-1

16
12
8
6
4

6-2
4-4
3-6
2-10

Last Weekend's Action

Interstate ice powers battle tonight
There will be more politics (han importance tonight
when (he Falcons icers (ravel (o Ann Arbor, Mich, for a
non-league kittle with (he University of Michigan (I'M I.
It will be league against league, power against power, and
more.
The Falcons, coming off (wo 6-3 wins over league rival
Wesiem Michigan UniversKy (WMU) over (he weekend,
were ranked fifth in (he na(ion last week.
Michigan, (he preseason favorite to win (he Western
Collegiate Hockey Association (WCHA), split a( North
Dakota after being ranked (hird in (he nation last week.
"OUR LEAGUE games are more impor(an( (o us." BG
coach Ron Mason said yesterday. "This game is more
political. I('s our league versus (heir's (WCHA), our
naiionally ranked learn versus their's and all down (he line.

NMU joins CCHA
Northern
Michigan Wildcats will not play a full
University (NMU) has been compliment of games and
granted
probationary their league games will not
membership
for
the . count
in
(he league
1976-77 season in the sundings. ,
I
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association
(CCHA),
Jacoby, who also heads
'according
to
league the
Mid-American
commissioner Fred Jacoby. Conference
(MAC),
Located in Marquette, explained (he reason for (he
Mich., which is the Upper probationary status was that
Peninsula, the state school NMU will play hockey as a
of 9,300 is scheduled to varsity team for (he first
play in Division 1 and will time next winter.
join St. Louis, BG, Uke
Jacoby further explained
Superior, Western Michigan that a complete evaluarion
and Ohio State.
of (he progress of the school
will be
mads before
ALTHOUGH NMU will unconditional
affiliation
play all five members of the with
the
CCHA
it
next year, the considered.

"A loss can'( hurt us any in our league," he added, "but
a win would sure be fine."
Face-off is se( for 8 p.m. and tickets may be purchased at
(he Yos( Fieldhouse gate.
In sweeping the Western series, (he Falcons kept
themselves four points ahead of St. Louis in the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association (CCHA) dogfight.
BG is now 8-1 in league play and 16-3-1 overall, while St.
Louis, which beat Lake Superior over the weekend, 9-2 and
5-2, is 6-2 in the league and 18-12 overall.
IN FRIDAY'S battle al Kalamazoo, BG feU behind, 1-0.
in (he fust period but freshman Bruce Newton came to the
rescue, scoring in the first period and adding a tally early in
(he second stanza.
Newton's goals seemed (o ignite (he BG scoring machine,
which quickly added three more goals (o s(retch the count
to 5-1.
John Markell and Mark Wells each added a goal to give
(he "orange" line, including Bruce Newton, the night's
scoring leadership. Newton tacked on two assists.
BG'S DEFENSE also managed to hold its own in the
poim parade.
The three "M's"-Ken Morrow, John Mavity and Kevin
MscDonald-assisted on five of the Falcons' six goals. Goalie
Al Sarachman was In the nets for BG and picked up 25
saves as BG outshot the Broncos, 42-28.
Saturday's showdown at the BG Ice Arena was the
seventh straight home sellout for the Falcons.
In that contest, BG jumped off to a 2-0 lead on goals by
Markell and B. Newton. '
WMU scored once in the first period, but the Falcons
wen( to work to score twice in the second stanza.
JACK LAINE SCORED the first of his two goals to open
BG's second period surge. Dave Easton (allied the other on
a power-play advantage, with perfect passes from Markell
and B. Newton.
The Falcons added two final period scores to round out
(he 6-3 win. Laine's backhanded goal on an assist from

Mike Hart man and (he lalter's goal al 12:39, his 20(h of (he
year, finished (he night's activity.
BG, with Mike Lint picking up (he win in (he nets,
outshot Western, 55-27.
"We were consistent. We played well for six periods,"
Mason said summarizing the series. "I thought we could
have scored more here, bu( overall il was a successful
weekend."

BOWLING GREEN
S(. Louis
Ohio State

6-6,
9-5,
8-9.

Wesiem Michigan
Lake Superior
Lake Forresl

3-3
2-2
24

This Week's Games
BOWLING GREEN a( Michigan, (onigh(
Air Force at Western Michigan (Weekend)
Wisconsin-Stephens Point at Ohio State (Weekend)
Si. Louis (Weekend off)
BOWLING GREEN (Weekend off)

Tankers third In Mini MAC
By David Smerdna
Staff Writer
The
Falcon
tankers
placed an unimpressive (hird
out of four teams in the
mini
Mid-American
Conference (MAC) meet
during (he weekend, yet
coach Tom Stubbs said he
wis neither surprised nor
disappointed
with
the
outcome.
"We were outmanned
without Dave Ryland and
Jed Cole," Stubbs said.
"They could have made a
considerable difference."
Both
are
out
indefineitety. Diver Cole has
a broken foot and Ryland is
seeing a specialist about leg
problems he is having.
"THE RESULTS showed
that we're just about where
we should be al (his time of
the season - all teams an,"
Stubbs added.

Perennial
powerhouse
Miami ruled at the two-day
affair, winning IS of the 18
events, 12 of the victories
being pool records. Its total
of 692 points put it ahead
of host Western Michigan,
which scored 514.
Bowling Green's 423
points were good enough
for third place. Toledo
formed the foundation by
gathering only 222 points.
Top Falcon finishes were
seconds in the 800-yard
freestyle relay team, (he
100-yard breast s(r ok e by
Chris Price and the 100-yard
butterfly by Craig Casten.
The BG distancemen
faired well, with three
placing in the top seven in
the 200, 500 and 1,650
yard freestyle events.
JON Watts led the group,
placing third in the 200 sad

fourth in both (he 500 and
1,650.
"He had good places and
his best time of the year in
the 200, but he can swim
much better," Stubbs said.
Kurt Lee and Greg
Joseph finished sixth and
seventh in the 500 and
1.650. with Joseph posting
his top time ever in the 500.
Stubbs said he was
exceptionally pleased with
the swimming of Mark
Hammann, who had three
personal bests.
The freshman had a 51.1
docking
in
the
100
freestyle, along with split

times of 1:51.5 and 51.0 in
800 and 400-yard relays.
"He just continues to
improve," the BG mentor
said.
DON Luikhart also drew
the coach's praise for his^
surprising performance in I
the 400-yard individual
medley - a fourth-place
finish, ahead of teammate
Chris Price. Luikhart also
had his best time of the year'
in the 200IM.
"Overall
I
wasn't |
exceptionally
happy,"
.Stubbs said. 'We're now
looking for improvement in
lindividual areas."
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